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nun “I,“ PoINT ls mae an editorial by the editor & publisher
look (a/k/a bad hair day),.
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Family,
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following
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Because people tend to take their pastors/friends word at face include Herbal Essences, Nice & Easy, Ultress, Natural Instincts,
Loving Care, A Touch of
value, don‘t ask questions and/or don‘t take the time to do the. Hydrience, Miss Clairol, Balsam Color,
Hey, better ask
products.
Clairol
other
all
and
Color
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research, we offer the following product list of items produced by
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Ok, first for the body products. Toss the Secret, Old Spice Zest, Old Spice, Ohm Olay, Ivory, Noxema, Safeguard, Camay.or
blok,
and/or Sure deodorants. Sorry, the old standby holiday gifts of Old Herbal Essences Moisturizing Body Washes.
If you happen to wear the fragrance known as Hugo Boss, be
Spice cologne sets is a no—go this year. Perhaps a tie or handker—
gone with it! Are you really suppose to be wearing fragrances any—
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Sorry, even if you‘ve been wearing the
Now to the kitchen. (If your trash bag is full, please sealit up:
years, we wouldn‘t want you to continue to be a sinner for having
and dispose of it properly and get another bag.) Take the
some of America‘s best known makeup on your face..
Cascade, Dawn, Joy, Salvo and Ivory dishwashing liquids and,
ladies,
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paragraph.)
next
the
to
skip
Uh—ho. (Men, please
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pensers in the ladies room — you will need to restock them with someone over to help haul these to the street. It‘s time to get rid.
of the Tide, Gain and/or Cheer you have used for so long to wash
another brand asap.)
f
clothes, as well as the Downy and Bounce to soften the
the
you
Now, for those men and women in the congregation, and
and sheets. The wonderful new Febreze (both the stuff —
deal
clothes
graciously
to
how
learn
to
have
will
you
know who you are,
you spray on the furniture fab—
ric and the air deodorizers) will
be gone; sorry those smells
you thought you got rid of will __
be back. Also, be sure that you |___
got the Dreft stain remover, the _
Ivory cleaner and the new
Dryel, dry—cleaning—at home
product, out of the house.
Now to the all important
paper products. The Bounty
paper towels are history, the
Puffs tissues gone (sorry, hope
your nose can handle that —
rough tissue, now that you are ___
coming down with a cold) and
|
the all important Charmin bath
tissue...yes, the Charmin, too!
All of it! No, you can‘t keep one
roll until you get more. Just
what did people do without toi
let paper centuries ago?
See Editorial, nage 17
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IGLSS issues new publication, aides GLBT

GLBT people.
"I‘ve heard many stories about fear, sadness and a sense of
loss from people all over the country," noted Dr. Glenda Russell,
author of the report. "Putting the civil rights of one group to a
vote takes an enormous psychological toll on members of that
group, as well as on communities and on families."
After Michigan voters amended the state constitution to ban
same—sex marriages, Greg Varnum saw this impact first—hand at
Eastern Michigan University. He described the aftermath of the
vote: "In my role as student coordinator of the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual Resource Center, | have seen people dealing with sur—
prise, anger and sadness, with a sense of powerlessness and a
desire to want to know what to do next."
The report, entitled "Surviving and Thriving in the Midst of
Anti—Gay Politics," presents three primary strategies: analysis,
action and allies. GLBT people should analyze the homopho—
bia present in the campaign, take action to resist anti—gay
efforts and draw on the support of heterosexual allies. Russell
noted that heterosexual allies play a particularly important role

y gees
BYOB
AFTER

times shows that these strategies work," Russell, a psychologist —
and IGLSS senior research associate, said. "Although you can‘t
shut out the negative messages about gay people that blanket a
community during a campaign, we can respond to them in con—
structive ways."
The new report outlines strategies for individuals and for
organizations. Community organizations of all kinds can pro—
vide important outlets for individuals to work through their feel—
ings productively.
"Since the federal marriage debate is likely to pick up again,"
predicted Lee Badgett, IGLSS research director, "this new report
should be essential reading for activists everywhere.
For more information or to download a copy of "Surviving and
Thriving in the Midst of Anti—Gay Politics," go online to
www.iglss.org.
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in reducing feelings of isolation in addition to the value of their
political support.
"The research on how people get through the tough polltlcal
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Gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender people and their het—
erosexual allies can take concrete steps to resist feelings of
isolation, stress and sadness in the face of anti—gay cam—
paigns, according to a new publication by the Institute for Gay
and Lesbian Strategic Studies (IGLSS). Communities in 11
states enacted divisive anti—gay referenda in November‘s elec—
tion. In the course of these campaigns to limit the rights of gay
people, well—publicized stereotypes and hostility became dom—
inant themes that challenged the psychological well—being of
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has a dream as big as her hair.
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by Anita Moyt, managing editor
Bruce Bui (pronounced "buoy"), 27, will be the man
behind the literally hundreds of costumes in Ballet
Memphis‘ presentation of The Nutcracker, Dec. 17 to
19, at The Orpheum Theatre in Memphis (see page
15).
This will be the fourth year that Bui, the wardrobe
manager and resident costume designer for Ballet
Memphis, has been in charge of the wardrobe for this
annual holiday presentation.
Granted, Bui obviously did not have to construct all
of these wonderful costumes in—house.
"Our Nutcracker was purchased," Bui told Family &
Friends magazine. "No one ever builds it from
scratch. There are 100 to 150 people, from profes—
sional dancers to children in the show. And there are
800 to 1,000 pieces (of wardrobe) to take care of. We
handle everything from tights to flowers in their hair.
Everyone has several costumes, including all of the
many background dancers."
With time Bui has mastered this monumental task.
"By now it is manageable, especially with my won—
derful helpers in the shop," Bui said. "There are five
assistants, who work in the shop, and eight dressers."
Most recently, Bui‘s designs, both classical and
modern, were included during Ballet Memphis‘s
"Where the Girls Are" production in October.
"We design shows in—house," Bui explained. "We
make the costumes you see on stage. We use some
guest designers. They send me the designs and we
build them in—house."
In that case, Bui discusses fabrics and the cos—
tumes with the designer by phone as he builds the
costume. The guest designers will then fly into
Memphis to check out the work before the pieces are
considered complete.
Bui has not always lived in Memphis, nor even in
the U.S.
After receiving a degree in technical theater, with an empha—
"In 1985, we immigrated to America. | was seven or eight sis in costume, from California Lutheran University, Bui eventu—
years old," Bui said. "We were ‘boat‘ people. We (my father,
ally found his way to Memphis.
mother, sister and me) took refuge in the Philippine Islands and
"I finished my degree and I freelanced jobs, taking job after
did our papers (to get visas to enter the United States) and come job," Bui explained. "I got tired mentally and wanted a steady job.
to Southern California. Vietnam didn‘t allow people to leave so Ballet Memphis flew me out here to interview me.
we had to go to a neutral country."
"They are a great place to work," Bui said. "It is great to have
Bui‘s family soon had another sibling, this one a brother, born your own shop."
in the U.S.
Bui also is active in the Memphis gay, lesbian, bisexual and
"I became a U.S. citizen in the early 1990s," Bui continued. transgender community.
"My parents become naturalized before | was 18, so we (me and —
"I always liked to volunteer, to be involved," Bui said. "I vol—
my sister) became citizens automatically.
unteered with the Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center
"I was brought up in Southern California and never had a before they had a building. For a while, I was on the board. That
problem being gay," Bui continued. "I announced to my parents dropped off to the wayside and now I volunteer for Friends For
that | was gay my first year in high school. ... My parents are still
Life. In fact, I‘m cutting 3,000 red ribbons for World AIDS Day.
getting use to it, being Asian. In Southern California there is so
"I‘m also making the Queen and King costumes for the Mystic
_
much culture and diversity. However, it does stand out to be both
Krewe of Pegasus.," Bui continued. "I worked on a dress for Miss _
Asian and gay."
Tennessee, who went to the Miss America competition."
Bui‘s creative abilities appeared early on in his life.
And what advice does Bui offer the young people of —
"I think I‘ve always liked designing and I knew how to sew as our community?
a little boy," he said. "In college, I first worked a work—study job
"Just be a positive person," Bui said. "That gets me though —
in theater with wardrobe. Originally, I was a communications and most any situation I encounter. Don‘t harp on the negative. With
acting major."
that (positive) attitude, I‘ve made a place for myself in this city."
14
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The Nutcracker, with all its glorious sets and costumes,
returns to the stage at The Orpheum Theatre,
203 South Main, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, Dec. 17—19.
A cast of more than 80 dancers join the
Memphis Symphony Orchestra in this holiday
musical, based on the story, The Nutcracker and
the King of Mice, written by E.T.A. Hoffman, about a young girl
who dreams of a Nutcracker Prince and a fierce battle against a
Mouse King.
One website, www.nutcrackerballet.net, provides the follow—
ing synopsis of The Nutcracker :
The Party Scene
\
It is Christmas Eve at the Stahlbaum house — a large and
grand house with the most beautiful tree imaginable. The
Stahlbaums are hosting their annual Christmas party, welcoming
the arrival of their family and friends. The children, Clara and
Fritz, are dancing and playing as they welcome their friends, too.
The party grows festive with music and dance as godfather
Drosselmeyer arrives. He is a skilled clock and toy maker and is
always full of surprises.
—. Clara and Fritz begin to open the gifts Drosselmeyer has pre—
sented them. Although his gift to Fritz is quite nice, he gives
Clara a beautiful Nutcracker that becomes the hit of the party.
Fritz becomes jealous and grabs the nutcracker from Clara and
promptly breaks it. Clara is heartbroken. Drosselmeyer quickly
repairs the Nutcracker with a handkerchief he magically draws
from the air.
_ As the evening grows late, the guests depart and the
Stahlbaum family retires for the evening. Clara, worried about
her beloved Nutcracker, sneaks back to the tree to check on him,
. falling asleep with him in her arms.
The Fight Scene
As the clock strikes midnight strange things begin to happen.
Clara begins shrinking as her beautiful Christmas tree grows
high above her. The toys around the tree come to life while the
room fills with an army of mice, lead by the fierce Mouse King.
As the Nutcracker awakens, he leads his army of toy soldiers
into battle with the mice. The Mouse King corners the Nutcracker
and battles him one—on—one. The Nutcracker seems to be no
match for the Mouse King.
The Nutcracker and his army can go on no longer and are
captured by the mice and their King. Clara makes a final daring
charge, throwing her slipper at the Mouse King, hitting him
square on the head. The Mouse King drops to the floor and the
mice run away, carrying off their leaders‘ lifeless body.
The Land of Snow
The Nutcracker turns into a Prince and takes Clara on a jour—
ney to the Land of Snow, an enchanted forest wonderland where
they are welcomed by dancing snowflakes.
The Land of Sweets
The Prince escorts Clara to the Land of Sweets where they
are greeted by the Sugar Plum Fairy. The Prince tells the Fairy
about their daring battle with the army of mice and she rewards
them with a celebration of dances.
—The Dream Ends
Clara awakens from her dream and finds herself by her

commin

Christmas
tree with her beloved
Nutcracker.
Showtimes for The
Nutcracker are 7 p.m. on
Friday; 2 and 7 p.m. on
Saturday, and 2 p.m. on Sunday. Tickets, which range in price
from $15 to $60 each, are available at the Orpheum Theatre Box
Office; Davis Kidd Booksellers, 387 Perkins Extended in
Laurelwood Shopping Center; at any TicketMaster location; by
calling
(901)
743—ARTS,
or
by
going
online
to
www.TicketMaster.com. This is an Arts Access Event.
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But,
roommates.
been
had
they
where
together at State College
Paul in his senior year, had suddenly moved out of the dormito—
ry, dropped off the team and had abruptly eloped with a girl he
had known only a short time. Bobby and Paul had not seen each
other for over 10 years until six weeks ago when théy had run
into each other in a bar. That had been Paul‘s first visit to a gay
bar, a visit that had been extremely difficult for him to make. After
that encounter, he and Bobby had spent virtually every possible
minute together.
Bobby placed a plate before Paul and then poured him some
coffee and a glass of juice. Paul toyed with his food.
"You know it just seems too funny to be going down to visit
your old high school girlfriend and her lover," Paul said. "Hell,
everyone thought that Claudia and | were going to marry right
after graduation."
"Well, you didn‘t marry her. You married three other women, all
trying to prove you weren‘t gay. We‘re together now, and | think
you need to start accepting yourself as a gay man." Bobby sprin—
kled a generous amount of wheat germ on his cereal, opened a
vial of vitamin pills and popped several in his mouth. Then he
leaned across the table and put his hand on Paul‘s arm. "I‘ve
waited for you to get it together. And have I waited. You‘re doing
better, but you have to stop hating yourself so for being gay."
Bobby sipped his juice then and said, "I think you should move
in here with me and come out of the closet. You can start by
telling your father. This last ex—wife is going to take you to
the cleaners; get your house and everything in it, and all
you are going to end up with are your jockey shorts and
your Barbra Streisand records. You‘re getting those only
because she can‘t wear the shorts and she hates Barbra."
Bobby got up, refilled his juice glass and poured more
for Paul. "You might say you are going to come to me —
bare—assed and broke. Not that the former is something I
object to most of the time, though I will say you have to be the
most inhibited person I have ever known." He poured Paul more
coffee. "You know, when we ran into Claudia and Mike at the bar
a couple of weeks ago and they invited us to visit them at their
fishing lodge, you agreed to go and we‘re going. Besides, | like
both of them."
"I just can‘t accept the fact that my high school sweetheart is
a dyke," Paul said.
"Maybe she can‘t accept the fact that her old beau is a fag.
Ever think of that?"
"Everyone just knew we were carrying on something fierce in school."
"But you weren‘t, were you? Just because you were the foot— |
ball captain and she was the homecoming queen, it was pre—
sumed. Things have changed. Times have changed. Get your.
head together."
"I‘m trying. I‘m glad my mother is dead so | won‘t have to tell
her. It would have killed her, and my father is so moral. If he just
wasn‘t a doctor ... "
"What the hell does your father‘s occupation have to do with
it? My father is a plumber and I told him. Also, I think you prob—
ably underestimate your mother. Mothers are pretty resilient.
They‘ve been known to live through a lot worse."
"I— worry what people down at the insurance agency will say
when they find out."
"It‘s none of their business. It‘s your agency, isn‘t it? People .
there work for you, don‘t they? I‘m a football coach, for God‘s
sake. I don‘t go around talking about my sex life. I wouldn‘t if I
place. The two had known each other since they played

an unpublished novel
by Jim Norcross
(chapter by chapter)
WEEKEND AT THE LAKE
ZHHNNNNGGG. It was the alarm
Brady stuck an arm out from under
Paul
stand.
night
the
on
clock
the covers of the bed and shut it off. "For God‘s sake. Five
o‘clock. What an awful hour!"
From the other side of the bed Bobby Cheatman bounded up
and padded naked across the room and immediately started
doing his push—ups.
"Forty—seven, forty—eight, forty—nine, fifty." He stood up to his
full six foot—three height, stretched, and said, in his deep voice,
"Let‘s go, up and at ‘em. We‘re on our way to the
lake." He straightened up, stretched again,
then laid back down on the floor and started
on his sit ups. "Fresh air, fishing, boating. It‘s
going to be wonderful."
Paul burrowed deeper into the bed and —¥
pulled the covers up over his head. "You
know | hate fresh air. I like smoke—filled bar
rooms, smog, pollution, porno houses, hus—
tlers and hookers. I‘ve changed my mind, I‘m
not going!"
"The hell you say." Bobby reached up, grabbed
hold of Paul‘s ankle and tried to pull him out of bed.
But Paul caught him by the arm and yanked Bobby up
into bed beside him. "Let‘s just stay here in bed all day. What do
you say?"
"Sounds tempting but we gave our word. We‘re going to see
Claudia and Mike. They‘re expecting us."
"Michelle. Michelle. Her name is Michelle! I can‘t call a female
Mike. Not even if she looks and acts like a guy."
"She likes to be called Mike," Bobby said, getting off the bed.
"Everyone calls her Mike."
"Well, | can‘t do it. It doesn‘t seem right — and put some
clothes on. What if the doorbell rings?"
"Well, if that happens, I would put on a robe, answer the door
and say, ‘What the hell do you want this early on a Saturday
morning?" Bobby laughed a deep hearty laugh. "Now get up and
shower and I‘ll fix us something to eat and we‘ll take off. How do
you want your eggs?"
"Nothing but coffee and a doughnut for me."
"No doughnuts. I‘ve cut you off. I‘m not having a lover with a big
gut. You need to start jogging with me. You promised that you would."
"I will. I will." Paul walked to the bathroom and adjusted the
shower, then stuck his head from behind the curtain and said
with a leer, "Sure you don‘t want to join me?"
"Quit stalling, Paul. It‘s not going to work. We‘re going to the lake."
Paul came to the breakfast table, a towel wrapped around his
waist, his hair still wet.
j
They were in Bobby‘s condo; Paul couldn‘t seem to be able
to find the courage to give up his apartment across town and
move in, though he spent more time here than he did at his own
16
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See Weekend At The Lake, page 17

Editorial
;
from page 6
Need another garbage bag? We will wait. Okay, take a deep
breath. Now its to the medicine cabinet. Yes, the medicine cabi—
net. Dump the Prilosec (just avoid spicy food and maybe the
heartburn won‘t be too bad), the Vicks (from vaporizer to cough
medicine to the vapor rubs), the Metamucil (sorry about the irreg—
ularity), and the Pepto—Bismol. The wonderful new ThermaCare
Air—Activated Heat Wraps that finally got rid of that aching back
and the soreness in your knee...well maybe you can live with the
pain a little longer. And, if you are filtering your tap water with a
Pur Water Filtration System (pitcher or faucet mount) its back to
the old tap water for you.
Yes, this list goes on. Now for oral hygiene. Dump the Crest,
including the toothpaste, toothbrushes and the whitestrips, and if
you still use it, the Gleem toothpaste. The Glide dental floss is his—
tory. And put down the Scope; you may have to use the mouthwash
that stings. Sorry about that. Okay. Those wearing dentures, please
be careful while talking and eating. You may no longer use
Fixodent. It is no longer allowable, according to the boycott.
No, we aren‘t through. This is an area you may never have
thought P&G had a part of: Prescription drugs. Be sure to notify
your physician that you‘re refusing to take these medications; lam—
inate a card with this information and keep it in your purse or bill—
fold, so, in case of an emergency, the hospital won‘t unintention—
ally medicate you with these "sinful" medications. There is Asacol,
used for: the treatment of ulcerative colitus; Actonel for post—
menopausal osteoporosis; Macrobid and Macrodantin, both for
urinary tract infections. Didronel is involved withthe treatment of
the .bones after hip replacement surgery or spinal cord injury, and
both Dantrium and Dantrium IV deal with spasticity from spinal
cord injuries, strokes, etc.
Now, for those with pets, no more IAMS and Eukanuba dog
and cat food. Yes, they count, too. Your wrote the check for the
food when you bought it at the store.
Weekend At The Lake
from page 16
were straight. Some of my fellow faculty members may suspect
about me, after all I don‘t bring a girl to any of the school func—
tions. But my being gay is just part of who or what | am, not the
entire picture. I‘m a football coach first, a coach who produces
winning teams. I do my job and conduct myself in a profession—
al manner and that‘s what matters."
Paul finished his coffee, got up and went to the sink to rinse
the cup. He stood staring into space for a moment. "Claudia and
Michelle — I mean Mike — they seem happy, don‘t they? They
have their lodge; it seems to be doing well, and no one harass—
es them and they just go on about their daily business."
"That‘s how most of us gays are. I know with all your guilt trips
that may be hard for you to accept, but I think you are making
progress. Lord, I hope you are. Now, get a move on."
"IL owe it all to you," Paul came up behind the chair where
Bobby was sitting. "I‘m thankful I ran into you after not seeing
your for all those years. That night changed my life. Thank you."
He bent over and kissed Bobby. They lingered this way for a
while and then Bobby said, "Well, it‘s not that far to the lake,
maybe we could start at seven instead of six. I‘ll just drive a lit—
tle faster." He took Paul‘s hand and led him back to the bedroom
and closed the door.

Now for the little ones, who really don‘t understand any of this
ridiculous boycott and really don‘t care, no more Pampers, Luvs,
Dreft or Charmin Kids Fresh Flushable Wipes. How about cloth
diapers?
By the way, you deserve a break after all that work and lifting.
But be sure you don‘t take a break with Folgers Coffee, Millstone
Coffee, Pringles or Torengos chips. They are all off limits, too.
Why don‘t you just gather them up and take them to the street
before you backslide; we know the smell of that fresh brewed cof—
fee can be quite tempting.
Now, to the right—wing boycotters. Please stay true to your
agenda. Don‘t make us have to call you out in public when you put
that Folgers and Febreze in your shopping basket. We just have
more important things to do than police you, although many of you
feel the need to be God‘s police toward us gay folks.
Personally, we find our time better spent with loving others. It‘s
easier and we don‘t have to rememberall of those rules. We think
Jesus Christ would side with us on this one.
Now, to our GLBT and gay—friendly allies, here are the products
we should consider buying, if we don‘t already. Want to drop P&G
a thank you email for standing up for gay and lesbian rights? Go
online to www.pg.com.
"Everyone at P&G is united by the commonality of the compa—
ny‘s values and goals," reads the company‘s Diversity statement
at its website at www.pg.com/jobs/corpinfo/diversity.jhtml. "We
see diversity as the uniqueness each of us brings to fulfilling these
values and achieving these goals. Our diversity covers a broad
range of personal attributes and characteristics such as race, sex,
age, cultural heritage, personal background and sexual orienta—
tion. By building on our common values and goals, we are able to
create an advantage from our differences."
Searchingfor Your
Dream Home?
evra ova

ammonia MLS
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+ Congratulations to JIM MAYNARD who received a total of
166 votes during the Nov. 2 elections when he ran as a write—in
candidate against Harold Ford Jr.
+ One Philadelphia high school "gay association," known as
the RAINBOW CLUB, has taken it to an extreme. The gay girl
gang has been accused of allegedly forcing some other female
students into sexual situations.
+ We were talking to a restaurant manager the other day. Did
you know Memphis is ranked way at the bottom of the list
nationally for service in the restaurant industry. We could name
a few places giving Memphis the black eye. Can you? Let us
know your experiences at Family & Friends, P.O. Box 771948,
Memphis, TN 38177—1948 or email us at FamilyMag@aol.com
* Take note, finally we have a place to go for HIV testing with—
out the world knowing. MEDICAL TESTING RESOURCES
offers the new 20—minute, oral HIV test, the OraQuick ADVANCE
Rapid HIV—1/2 Antibody Test. Because they are a private clinic,
results are not reported to any government agency. You don‘t
even have to give them your name. Check out the story on page
45 for more.
+ Did you know FAMILY FLAVORS offers the Memphis gay
community a place to go to rent all those gay films you‘ve been
wanting to see, but didn‘t want to buy? Check out page xx for
their ad and for some of the newest gay films you can find for
rent there.
+ Our newest columnist, THE FUTURISTIC FAG, provides
our holiday gift guide this year with insight into some of the

Your
good

is

Family
hands

in

hottest high—tech gizmos people are wanting for the holidays.
Check out his list on page 58.
(
+ MARDI! GRAS is almost here. There are three krewes in the
Memphis gay community now, each opening their alls to the
public. A Mardi Gras ball is a great place to go and have fun and
help raise funds for a worthy cause at the same time.
« Women, start your engines. A new female motorcycle club
is forming in Memphis. See page 53 for details.
+ On Sunday, Nov. 28, it was neat to see the black and white.
congregations of Greater Lewis Street Missionary. Baptist
Church and First Baptist Church converge in one effort to work
together to hammer in almost 3,000 crosses on the front lawns
of their churches, which sit opposite each other at the intersec—
tion of Poplar and East Parkway. This annual event to remember,
those in the Mid—South area who have lost their battle with
HIV/AIDS was begun by Butch Valentine. See page 46 for a
photo layout. Also, thanks to Bruce Bui who cut all the red rib—
bons for the crosses (see page 14 for more), and to all the many —
other volunteers who attached the ribbons to the 3,000 crosses. ‘

Someone was overheard to say, "if this many people had put
forth half this effort in fighting AIDS, we wouldn‘t be putting up all
these markers." We couldn‘t agree more!
For those who used to look for KAY MILLS over at Fantasy.
Warehouse on White Station, you‘ll have to take a drive down}
Third Street soon. Mills will be leaving her position at Fantasy
Warehouse in the coming month. Youll soon be able to find her,
at THE ROSE BOUTIQUE AND ADULT NOVELTY STORE,
p
opening soon on Third.
ESCAPE YOUR HIGH MORTGAGE AND FIND FINANCIAL |
.
FREEDOM!
High Mortgage Payments?
Facing Foreclosure?

with

Let us buy your house and relieve your stress! Contact us at
(901) 237—2194 and talk to one of our counselors at no cost to
you. We offer creative solutions for people in need.
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People first.
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The Core Group which is the governing
body of the project, consisting of 8—10
members. Each memberearns $25 per
meeting. The meetings are 2 to 3 hours,
where participants are involved in the
planning and implementing activities
for the project...

E—Groups
E—Groups are our casual, one—time
meetings, with 8—10 participants ages
18—29, where we talk about sex, dating,
and relationships in a laidback,
comfortable environment. Participants
are paid $25 for attending the meeting.
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Eclectic Eye is accepting
donations for Toys for Tots

The Eclectic Eye, which offers a full range of optometric serv—
ices and unique, designer eyewear, located at 242 South
Cooper, will serve as a drop—off location for the U.S. Marine‘s
Toys For Tots program this holiday season.
Donations of new, unwrapped toys can be made between
now and Dec. 15. Additionally, for every eyeglasses frame pur—
chase made through Dec. 15, the Eclectic Eye will donate $5
towards the purchase of a new toy.
"Toys for Tots is a wonderful organization that makes holidays
much brighter for children in need," said Robbie Johnson
Weinberg, co—owner of The Eclectic Eye. "As part of our ongoing
commitment to giving back to the community, we will do what we
can to assist this great program."
The U.S. Marine Corps‘ Toys for Tots program conducts cam—
paigns in nearly 500 communities covering all 50 states.
Coordinators will pick up donated toys and store them in ware—
houses, where they are sorted by age and gender. With the
assistance of local, social welfare agencies, church groups and
other local community agencies, the coordinators distribute the
toys to needy children of the community on Dec. 23 and 24.
For more information, go online to www.toysfortots.org or
www.eclectic—eye.com or call (901) 276—3937.

A Christmas Carol

MISCHIEF, MAGIC AND MISTLETOE
On THE LoHREY STAGE THIS HOLIDAY SEASON.

A CHRISTMAS CAROL 27 vears runumme
«BAsED on THE HovEL ay CHarLEs Bickense
I
DecemBEer 4—22 » ON THE LoHREY STAGE
As much a part of the holiday season as holly, mistletoe
and evergreen wreaths, this perennial favorite continues to
rekindle the holiday spirit.

From left, Nick Taylor (Fred), Max Busby (Tim) and
Gordon Dexheimer (Scrooge) enjoy a warm moment
during Theatre Memphis‘s production of the much—
loved Charles Dickens‘s classic, A Christmas Carol.

CINDERELLA A spECciIAL HOLIDAY version
+ABaPrTtED av Jonx B. Bavinpsor»
DECEMBER 3—19 + ON THE LOHREY STAGE
This version of the classic story delivers carols, snowflakes
and mistletoe. This revamped fairy tale is a riotous romp
through the imagination for the entire family.
A arta
NT ATER
OR VISIT THEATREMEMPHIS.ORG .
_ Sponsors:
Mepia Sponsors:
Merrill Lynch, Juve Salon and
Malco, At Home in Memphis, WSRR 98.1 The Cat,
Turner Quality Chekd Dairy
Memphis Business Journal and Memphis Parent
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by Anita Moyt, managing editor
Carol Plunk took time out from her busy schedule to answer some
questions Family & Friends emailed to her. Here are her answers.
F&F: When you travel and you want to go home, where is

F&F: According to what
we‘ve read, you jammed
with your father (a
bluegrass musician)
and his friends while
you were growing
up. Do you still
have that oppor—
tunity?
Plunk:
I
played a few
songs
last
year with my
dad
at
a
Bluegrass
Jam session
in Jackson,
Tenn. He

.

home?
Plunk: Memphis, Tenn.
*

loves to show me off every chance he gets. I dent get to play R
music with him very often. So, it‘s a special. moment when
F&F: Are you still a diehard Motley Crue fan?
Plunk: HELL YES! Words cannot explain. how much I have
learned from Motley Crue. I grew up with them, learned all of
their songs. They have been such an inspiration! I can‘t image
my life without them!!.
F&F: One year ago, you released Live at One More. What is
the difference between that CD and your newest release, Wanna
Get Plunked?
Plunk: | have always had requests for a live acoustic CD, so
Live at One More was recorded just for all my fans and friends
here in Memphis. That‘s why 1 recorded it at One More. It was
just me, a guitar and everyone that has supported me through—
out the years, singing along with me.
F&F: In your weblog (www.carolplunk.com) on Jan. 27, 2004,
you refer to yourself as a "starving artist." Is that still true? Did
you hear anything back from the people about the Starvy
Award?
Plunk: In some aspects, | would consider myself a "starving
artist." It‘s very difficult to be a successful female musician/song—
writer. | am lucky enough to have people in my life that make
sure that I don‘t "starve," thank God! I am very blessed and feel
that | have been very successful thus far. | just want to reach a
national level with my music.
As far as the "Starvy Award" goes, | think a songwriter
from Nashville received it. | was just happy to be on the list
of nominees.
f
F&F: Are you still active with GoGirls? Please tell us a little
about this group and your involvement with them.
Plunk: GoGirlsMusic.com is an organization that promotes
women in music. It has been a great experience to. be. involved;
with them. 1 have played in several GoGirlsMusic. showcases
and have been featured on two GoGirlsMusic.compilation—GDs:;
They have definitely helped me to increase: my fanbase:}
F&F: How was it participating in the panel.discussionin
March 2004, at the GoGirls SXSW showcase?—Can you
briefly. share with us what you talked about in regard to
"Making a Living Full Time in Music?"
Plunk: The panel basically took questions from the audi—
ence. The discussions ranged from, what to include in your
press kit, to out—of state gigs and how to get featured in
magazines. It was very informative, even for me. I learn
something new everyday!
F&F: In your weblog, you mention auditioning for gigs.
How do you like: auditioning? What can you tell others
about auditioning for gigs?
Plunk: | haven‘t had to audition for gigs but just a few
times. All of my auditions have been a positive experience.
I have found that a lot of club owners want to see you per—
form live before hiring you for a gig. Some people sound
great on CD, and not so great live.
F&F: In 2004, you spent quite a bit of time in Florida.
How long was that? Why did you decide to relocate?
Plunk: | love Florida. | spent quite a bit of time
there. I had many opportunities to perform in various
cities in Florida. At this point in my career, I don‘t
want to stay in one location for too long. I love to
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travel! My goal right now is to gain as many fans as possible. I
have received so much exposure from traveling.
F&F: What were the reasons you moved to Kentucky?
Plunk: Kentucky is one of those places that | wouldn‘t have
pictured myself in. But Kentucky has been overwhelmingly
appreciative of my music.
F&F: In July 2004, you mentioned that you were working on
this new CD, possibly recording it at Ardent in Memphis. Then,
in September 2004, you moved the CD project to
Campbellsville, Ky. Could you fill us in on the details about the
move and why?
Plunk: | had originally planned to record this CD in Memphis.
But while | was in Kentucky, I found a recording studio called
Krystal Music about 15 minutes away from where I was staying.
I stopped by just to check it out and found that the studio rates
were very affordable, about half the price of rates in Memphis. I
met the studio engineer/producer and automatically felt comfort—
able. I then knew that this was where I was supposed to be.
F&F: Did your live band members contribute to the new CD?
Or did you use all session musicians?
Plunk: For drums, I used Jason Edwards. He has been play—
ing in my band for quite a while now. He is such an incredible
musician. | can‘t image having anyone else.
For bass guitar, | used a session player from Nashville. His
name is Mark Prentice. He is amazing! He really brought life to
these songs. He has played with artists, such as Lyle Lovett and
Ricky Scaggs.
On the song, "Race Horse," Glen Duncan played fiddle.
Words cannot explain the talents that this man has. He has
played with Reba Mcintyre, Shania Twain, Faith Hill, Tim
McGraw, George Strait, the list goes on and on and on.
I played all of the electric and acoustic guitar tracks myself. I
had originally planned on using some additional guitar players,
but the engineer/producer convinced me that I could do it all by
myself. End result, I‘m glad I did.
F&F: As a songwriter, can you explain how you go about writ—
ing a song. Where and when are the best places, environments,
moods for you to write?
Plunk: Every song is different. | have found that | am most
creative while driving. I know that‘s probably not the safest time,
but it seems to work for me. Rarely do I sit down with intent on
writing a song. It usually doesn‘t happen that way for me. It‘s
when you least expect it.
F&F: When you started the new CD, did you have a specific
direction for the CD to go?
Plunk: | wanted to have more electric guitar on this CD. A lit—
tle more rock than my past CDs.
F&F: Did you want to place many different songs on the new
CD, or did you want a continuous flow on the CD?
Plunk: | wanted this CD to have a wide variety of material. A
little bit of everything, a little something for everyone.
F&F: Please explain how your songwriting has matured
and/or changed over the years.
Plunk: My songwriting skills become stronger with each song
that | write. As you experience life, you grow and mature. Same
with songwriting.
F&F: Please explain how your singing has matured and/or
changed over the years.
Plunk: | can‘t believe how much | have improved over the
years. I listened to some demos from a couple of years ago, and
could not believe my progress. I have so much more control over
my voice than ever before.
F&F: What have you learned about the recording process

2 Musician Carol Plunk
" takes a break during

since your first CD?
Plunk: | love being in the recording studio. I learn every time I
record a new CD. Eventually, going back to school is on my list of
"things to do" so that I can learn more about the recording process
and technology. I hope to someday have a studio of my own.
F&F: If someone didn‘t know you or your music, how would
you describe Carol Plunk‘s musical style and sound.
Plunk: This is a very frequently asked question that | have
yet been able to really describe. If I had to sum it up in two
words, I‘d say, acoustic rock.
F&F: With acoustic solos on one end and band—backed hard
rock/metal on the other, has this versatility helped you or hurt
you in the music business? If so, how?
Plunk: It definitely helps to be categorized in more than one
genre of music. I can play coffeehouse gigs solo acoustic and I
can play larger music venues with the band. | love playing
acoustic shows, but I think my heart has always belonged to the
harder side of rock.
F&F: Where do you want to go with your career?
Plunk: | want record label representation. Not necessarily a
major label. Just someone who will put my name out there. My
main goal has always been to be successful in the music indus—
try. I am very successful on a regional level, but I‘d really like to
have my music out there nationally.
F&F: What suggestions do you have for young people who
want to be a musician?
Plunk: Do what you love. Everyone deserves to have a
career that makes them happy. It‘s not for everyone; it can be
very discouraging at times. | can‘t imagine doing anything else.
F&F: Are you seen as a musician who is a lesbian, or a les—
bian who is a musician? Do you get gigs just because you are a
lesbian musician?
Plunk: | am a female musician who wants to appeal to all
sexes. I have a large lesbian fanbase and because of that, some
venues choose not to have me perform in their establishment. |
am very appreciative to all of the clubs, gay or straight, who
invite me to share my music with their patrons.
F&F: Is there anything else you would like to say to our read—
ers, in closing?
Plunk: Thanks so much to everyone who has been there
supporting me and my music throughout the years. My music
could not exist without fans to listen to it. Please take a moment
to check out my website, www.carolplunk.com. | hope that
everyone really likes this new CD. I have spent many long hours
working on this project. I feel that this is the best CD yet. I only
hope to get better with each one I record!
Decemser 2004
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by Kevin Shaw
In the summer of 2003, American audi—
ences watched it live cn television as lots
of grown men hugged and kissed as they swore their devout
love to one another during the CBS telecast of the Tony Awards.
The men were all creators of the hit musical version of the movie
Hairspray and they had just scored a bunch of awards for their
fun—loving show. With a show that starred gay icon, Harvey
Feinstein in drag,
aang
and wearing a fat
suit, it‘s no surprise
the stage show was
just as popular with
gay audiences as
the film on which it
was based.
Now the big hit
is
coming
to
Memphis Dec. 28
through Jan. 2,
2005,
to
the
Orpheum Theatre,
203 South Main.
Amongst its cast
members
is
an
actor gay audiences might recognize for his portrayal of a young
and impressionable "fluffer" in the movie, The Fluffer (2001).
Michael Cunio spoke to Family & Friends as he and his fellow
cast mates began a trek across Texas to the next leg of their tour.
F&F: So you are on a bus right now?
Cunio: Yes, we‘re traveling from Houston to San Antonio. We
just played Houston for twoweeks and it‘s time to move on.
F&F: Do you normally travel by bus?
Cunio: It all depends on how far away from the venue we are.
In this case, we are close enough to drive. But when we had to
go from Los Angeles to Seattle, we hopped on a plane instead of
taking an 18—hour bus ride. There are rules against stuff like that.
F&F: There are rules about how long you can be on a bus?
Cunio: Well, we only get one day off a week and that means
our one day off is completely tied up with traveling (which kind of
sucks). So to make that as painless as possible, there are rules
about how long we can travel and how we travel.
F&F: | see that your cell phone number has a Los Angeles
area code. Is that where you‘re from?
Cunio: | was raised in Seattle, but I currently live in Los
Angeles.
F&F: Did you go to a local audition in Los Angeles for your
role in Hairspray?
Cunio: Yeah. It was funny. | had done this movie and the
press on it was really fun and exciting and then I didn‘t work at
all for two years after that, which was unexpected. The last thing
I thought I‘d be doing now is musical theater. My agent sent me
24
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out on this audition and | was like, "Okay, whatever." They called
me back like nine times and finally offered me the job: Since I
had nothing else to do, I said, "What the hell ..." Ironically, it‘s
been an incredible experience and I‘m really glad I:did this. This
has taken me out of my comfort zone and become a really
unique and spectacular experience.
F&F: Tell me about your movie. What was the name of it?
Cunio: It was called The Fluffer. Which is a title that may
be familiar to some of your readers ... It was like a gay
Boogie Nights.
F&F: I‘ve heard of it, but | have not seen it.
Cunio: Go to your local (movie rental store) and you can
check out the edited version of it.
F&F: Were you the fluffer? (Fluffer = job title for someone who
helps porn actors get physically aroused for their photo
shoots/filming.)
;
Cunio: Yes, | was the title character. Let me just say, there
was no actual "fluffing" in the movie and, unfortunately, there‘s
no nudity, even though it sounds like there would be a lot.
F&F: So, you‘re not nude in it at all?
Cunio: No. God no.
F&F: What did your parents think
about you doing this part?
Cunio: It‘s funny. My mom found out
what a fluffer was by watching "Ally
McBeal." So, | didn‘t have to break it to
her and she eventually put two and two
together. We really didn‘t talk about it,
but she just decided that this was some
project of mine that she didn‘t need to
see. Before that, she had always been
so supportive if | had been in a film or
on a television show.
But then, I don‘t know, the film start—
ed getting some good press, the
reviews were good and before you
know it, this little movie started to have
this life of its own. Then my mom was like,
"You know, maybe I‘ll go check this film out
after all." So, she flew to New York for the American premiere. It
was funny. It was she and her friend and they were the only two
women in the entire audience. She loved it. She ended up taking
all her 50—year old, 60—year old friends to see it when it played in
Seattle. So that was pretty cool. I have a pretty rockin‘ mom.
F&F: So, I‘m guessing that she knows you‘re gay?
Cunio: Yes.
F&F: And I‘m guessing she‘s okay with it?
Cunio: Yes. She‘s down.
F&F: Down? That‘s good, right? Is that the newest lingo you
kids are using? So are the producers of Hairspray comfortable
with you mentioning this film about fluffing in your press biogra—
phy for all ages across this great heartland of America to read?
Cunio: Oh, absolutely! It‘s just a movie like any other movie.
If you made Boogie Nights, would. you not put it in there?
Anything I‘ve done I want people to know about and I‘ve done
some crappy things, but I‘m not ashamed of anything I‘ve ever
done. In fact, I‘m extremely proud of my body of work and I want
to work with people who want to work with me. I happen to be in
a great position where 1 love what I‘m doing now and it‘s not
something I ever thought I‘d be doing.
F&F: Let‘s talk about what you‘re doing in the show. You play
See, From The Front Row, page 25
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Essence magazine will observe the holiday season with a
special HIV/AIDS awareness campaign called, "Our People, Our
Problem, Our Solution." The preeminent magazine for African—
American women will donate 100 percent of the net proceeds
from every new subscription ordered now through Dec. 31 to
The Black AIDS Institute (The Institute).
The subscription opportunity is uniquely available by calling
(800) 526—4525 or going online to either www.essence.com,/black—
aids or www.blackaids.org.
Among women in the United States, 72 percent of all
new HIV/AIDS cases are Black women. Essence shares
The Institute‘s commitment to stop this pandemic in Black
communities. The objective of this awareness campaign is
to expose the devastation HIV/AIDS is causing among
African—American women in the U.S., and to raise
$250,000 for Black AIDS awareness efforts. Actress and
comedienne Mo‘Nique serves as the spokesperson for this
awareness campaign.
"Essence always seeks to educate our readers about
HIV/AIDS, and we are proud to partner with The Institute in
this critical effort," said Diane Weathers, editor—in—chief of
Essence magazine. "Mo‘Nique‘s connection to the African—
American community, and her passion to increase the con—
sciousness, makes her the perfect spokesperson for this
important cause."
"HIV/AIDS is devastating Black families all over America,"
said Phill Wilson, executive director of the Black AIDS institute.
"There is a lack of awareness about the magnitude of the AIDS
epidemic in African—American communities that speaks volumes

From The Front Row
from page 24
a character named Fender. What can you tell me about him?
Cunio: He‘s "one of the nicest kids in town." It‘s not so much
a role as a member of the ensemble, but it‘s fun.
A
F&F: You had to go through nine sets of auditions to be in the
ensemble?
Cunio: Well, | was originally seen for the role of Link Larkin,
who I understudy now. Then they offered me Fender, and | was
like, sure, why not?
F&F: And you‘ve been doing this role for more than a year?
Cunio: | have been. | only expected to do this for six months,
but you know, there‘s just something about getting a paycheck
EVERY week. I‘m actually leaving the show in January, so it‘s
also a poignant time for me as | count down the weeks.
F&F: Lots of movies have been transferred to the Broadway
stage recently. Why is Hairspray a success?
Cunio: The creators of this stage show maintained the
integrity, the tenderness and even the weirdness of the film. In
fact, they took that and ran with it. It‘s been just a joy to perform
in it every night.
F&F: Why do you think this show has such an enormous
appeal to gay audiences?
Cunio: Because it‘s about inclusion. It‘s about diversity
being the first key to humanity. It‘s about a fat girl being accept—
ed by a hot guy. It‘s about black dancers being accepted on a
white TV show. It‘s about an agoraphobic woman being accept—
ed into her community. It‘s all about inclusion. You know, in this

about the low priority our government places on the lives of
African—Americans. We‘re asking everyone to get involved and
to be a part of the solution to this crisis."

country, we (GLBT community) are, at best, second—class citi—
zens. | say this because, you know, the lack of freedom to
marry and all the religious/political stuff that‘s been happening
recently. So, anything that promotes inclusivity is a worthy proj—
ect and something to be applauded. It‘s definitely something to
go and see.
Showtimes for Hairspray are Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday at 7:30 p.m.; Friday at 8 p.m.; Saturday at 2 and 8
p.m., and Sunday at 1:30 and 7 p.m. Tickets, which range in
price from $27.50 to $75 each, are available at the Orpheum
Theatre Box Office; Davis—Kidd Booksellers, 387 Perkins
Extended in Laurelwood Shopping Center; at any TicketMaster
location; by calling (901) 743—ARTS, or by going online to
www. TicketMaster.com.

WANT A DATE FOR THE HOLIDAYS?
Come play the dating game — ya gotta see this!!

ARiEsa 1d}

Fridady, December 10, at 9 pm
at The Madison
I Flame + $5 donation at the dooor
All proceeds go directly to homeless mothers and children
in the Greenlaw area ofMemphis
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, WONDERED ...

editorial by Jim Easter

* If the people who jam the commodes
with baggies and other paraphernalia are
the same ones who show no consideration for others by monop—
olizing the bathrooms in twos and threes when other customers
need to pee?
;
* Will Tomeka Hart defeat incumbent Rev. Hubon Sandridge in
the school board run—off election Dec. 7? Of all the unsuccessful
candidates on Nov. 2, the pastor typically ranted and raved the
loudest. To paraphrase Luke 4:23, "Preacher, heal thyself." Let‘s
elect new ideas and vision and get rid of stodgy old ones.
* When will Southern Democrats rise again? There are now
only 44 Democrats in the U.S. Senate, the lowest number in 75
years. Retiring Senator John Breaux of Louisiana claims his party
was defeated by the cultural issues of "guns, gays and God." He‘s
wrong. Nobody put a gun to my head and forced me to my knees.
* What happened to talkative Mike, a.k.a. Chatty Cathy? He‘s
been replaced by Lester the Loquacious, a.k.a. the Yakety—
Yaqui. He gives new meaning to the term "talk—jock."
* Why is Jim Maynard considering running against Harold
Ford Jr., in the 2006 primary election? The gay, Caucasian
founder of the Freethought Alliance, a group of atheists, agnos—
tics and humanists, has a better chance of winning the
Powerball lottery than he does of defeating the straight, African—
American incumbent politician. The moral values voting demo—
graphics just do not exist for Mr. Maynard here on the buckle of
the Bible belt. Take off your lavender colored glasses, Jim, they
are obscuring your one—issue tunnel vision.
* If Congressman Ford will run for the U.S. Senate seat
ostensibly being vacated by Bill Frist in 2006? State—wide voting
demographics do not favor the Memphian. It appears likely that
his main opponents of either party will appeal to the conserva—
tive voter. Stay in your safe, secure House seat, Mr. Ford.
Although some of us do not always agree with your voting
record, as a centrist, Blue Dog Democrat, your constituents
need your growing seniority and power.
* Why does Karl Rove, senior strategist and confidant of the
President, advise him to continue to push for an amendment defin—
ing marriage as a union between a man and a woman? Because
of the "full faith and credit" clause of the U.S. Constitution. Article
IV, Section 1, states, "Full faith and credit shall be given in each
state to the public acts, records and judicial proceedings of every
other state." The laws defining marriage, recently passed in 11
states, may be ruled unconstitutional in federal courts.
* Is the high auto theft rate in Memphis the reason automotive
insurance rates continue to climb, despite the unenforced law that all
drivers have liability insurance? If your license has been revoked, you
cannot get insurance, but you can still drive and cause an accident.
* How can UofM students afford diamond earrings, fur coats
and custom—made clothing and shoes like some of the basket—
ball players reported stolen? 1 thought scholarships were sup—
posed to be for those in need.
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* Why Bush nominated Condoleeza Rice to be the new
Secretary of State? She screwed up regarding 9—11 and Iraq and
lacks credibility throughout the world. She provided lots of dou—
ble speak when interviewed by the 9—11 Commission. She will
lead our diplomatic corps. She is exactly what this administration
needs — someone to back Bush on every decision, no matter
how misguided. Colin Powell was not a yes man.
Finally Bush will have unanimity among his top officials. I can
see it now: Bush wears the crown and rides the white horse,
Cheney has the power and rides a red horse, Rice holds the world‘s
scales of fate and rides a black horse, and Death (Rumsfeld) rides
a pale horse. Yikes! It is the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.
* Why the U.S. House of Representatives suspended its own
rules regarding member accountability? So that if majority leader
Tom DeLay is indicted on ethics charges or possible criminal
charges in Texas, he won‘t have to resign. What a p—poor parti—
san political example of covering your ass.
* Why conservative Republicans and the Pentagon torpe—
doed the proposed Intelligence Reform Act? Too much power
would have been given to a new, overall chief of intelligence and
thereby reduced that of the military, the top recommendation of
the bipartisan 9—11 Commission.
* What will happen to the 430,000 Tennesseans who may be
dropped form TennCare? Only about 900,000 state citizens will
be eligible for Medicaid. So if you are pregnant, a child under
age 18 or an adult over age 65, are blind or disabled, and you
meet specific income guidelines, you are most likely eligible to
enroll in Medicaid when and if it becomes available.
* Does the FDA protect the safety of the people or the profits
of Big Pharma? Last year the 10 largest drug companies listed
on the NYSE had a median profit of 17 percent on sales. For all
other industries, the profit was less than three percent.
* Why WKNO doesn‘t broadcast PBS‘s "In The Life?"
According to a spokeswoman: 1) the gay and lesbian TV news—
magazine is a monthly that is not aired at the same time each
month; 2) because of its content it would have to be shown after
10 p.m.; 3) WKNO is already contractually obligated for the 10
p.m. to midnight time slots. However, WKNO does videotape the
show and gives a copy to MGLCC for the library, where, pre—
sumably, it can be borrowed.
* How can international scientists and Nobel laureates con—
vince the Crawford Cowboy that global warming is real, that the
U.S. needs to stop uncontrolled industrial emissions of man—
made gases, such as carbon—dioxide? Global climate changes
have resulted in temperature increases of seven degrees
Fahrenheit in some areas, causing more than 400,000 square
miles of Arctic ice to melt since 1970. By the end of the century,
scientists are projecting a three—foot rise in global water levels
which would, for example, inundate most of southern Florida.
* Why doesn‘t the black community support Friends For Life?
African—Americans comprise more than 86 percent of FFL‘s
client base, yet financial contributions are virtually nonexistent.
In the November issue of RSVP, the haute high sassighity cock—
tail table magazine had a four—page photo spread of FFL‘s annu—
al "A Place At The Table" gala at the Memphis Botanic Garden.
There were lots of posed pictures, but there were none of
African—Americans. Why? Because they weren‘t there and obvi—
ously don‘t come to the plate for FFL.
* Incidentally, FFL provides those free condoms you get at the bars.
Use them to ensure happy holidays with no regrets for the new year.
(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in
this column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those
of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.)
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IS THE PLACE TO BE! WE‘LL BE
RINGING IN THE NEW YEAR WITH
PARTY FAVORS, A BALLOON DROP
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Antique Warehouse #lall
2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
(901) 323—0600
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SWEDISH
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Members of American Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates
auntigmem@aol.com
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Pastor
Kyle Dearen

Christian Church
2489 Broad Avenue
Memphis, TN 381 12
901—452—6272
(Adjacent to the Post Office)
Services:
Sunday 10AM and 6PM
also Wednesday at 7PM
A Powerful Place to Belong...

As other denominations
tell you, "No,"
we continue to proclaim
Steve Solomon

home. I want to be your real
Thauke!
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STEVEBiOktf’MON
Office (901) 278—4380
Residenc
(901) Af4—1931
TN 38104
54 S. Cooper e« Memphis,
e—mail; Stevenc1@aol.com
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a joyous "YES!"
First Congregational
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST

{
An Open and Affirming Church
welcoming all the children of God

into a community offaith and Spirit!

We‘re in the Cooper—Young neighborhood!
1000 South Cooper
Worship at 10:30 on Sunday mornings
www.firstcongo.com

The hard work of forgiveness: Reclaiming our lives
Forgiveness, when we have been hurt deeply,
is not an easy thing to do. The act of forgiving may seem foolish
— often leaving us feeling vulnerable, stupid or weak, seeming
like we‘re letting the other person "get away with" something. Yet
there are important psychological and spiritual benefits in learn—
ing how to forgive.
Contrary to the idea that forgiveness is a weakness or an
unwillingness to stand up for oneself, the act of forgiving actual—
ly is a reclaiming of our life and a fundamental choice about the
terms on which we choose to live. Rather than remaining mood
altered (life altered) in our sense of loss, or in our desire for
revenge, we choose against punishing the other and choose to
redirect our life to the future.
Forgiveness, at its core, is a radical choice to end the pain —
our own, and that which we could inflict on the other person in
punishment or revenge. Though we may try to understand the
other person‘s reasons for acting as they did, forgiveness is
never an excuse for (or condoning of) the harmful action. Nor is
it a denial of what happened. Rather, it is the courageous choice
that, in spite of what was done, we choose to end the pain and
move forward in life.
There is tremendous release that comes to us in this process
of letting go, but it comes only as we move through (not away
from) the pain of our feelings. This release takes time (possibly
years), but forgiveness is a process — a process of healing,

growth, reconnection and redirection.
All that being said, forgiveness is not something we have to
do. It is, by definition, a gift — a gift to the other in that we choose
against vengeance; more so a gift to ourselves in that we choose
not to remain stuck in our pain, rage or desire for revenge.
Forgiveness is a choice for life.
(This is an opinion/editorial piece.

The views expressed in

this column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those
of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.)
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Looking for a back issue?
Call (901) 682—2669
American Tuxedo

2200 N GERMANTOWN PKY. — s87—1005
{NEXT TO BOLLA PASTA}

Free Groom‘s
Tuxedo Program
Over 100 Styles
Available
Discounts on
Invitations
Open Evenings
and Sundays
Best Place in
Town ...
Guaranteed!
www.americantuxedos.com
* 4730 Riverdale 4722 Poplar Avenue
(across from Wail—Mart) {next to Sekisui)
901—753—8897 901—761—2848
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Eliminate up to 99.9% of harmful bacteria,
Ecoli, Staph, Candida, mold, asthma, —
allergies, chemical/smoke, odors, etc.
NO FILTERS — SIZE OF A SHOE BOX
MARGO PRICE, Consultant
901—502—8711
click opportunities at www. ecoquestint!.com/intlairpurifiers
Whether you‘re buying or

Also RECRUITING MANAGERS + EARN UP TO

selling

$200,000 A YEAR PLUS INCENTIVES + CAR, Etc.

You want a name!you can trust)"
A team you c

j
QUADPLEX FOR RENT — 56—N. COOPER

Mike Coleman Affiiate Broker

(901) 201—1143

Shari Walker Affiiate

Broke;

(901) 484—5448

@} Prudential

Adat
wis

Collins—Maury, Inc. REALTORS®
644 Wersyt Poplar Avenue
Collierville, TN 38017
Bus 901 259—8500 Fax 901 259—8501

Renovated/Cent HVAC/
Security SYS/NBW Carpet,
Tile & Refinished HW Floors/W&D
2 Bed & 1 Bath $800 ($550 DEP)
2 Bed & 2 Bath $850 ($600 DEF)
LG 2 Bed & 2 Bath $950 ($650 DEP)
(includesjacuzzi’ sun rm, ba’cony)

coleman@collins—maury.com « walker@collins—maury.com

glinindependenﬂyomed and operated member of The Prudential RealEstate Affiliates Inc.
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Eporroriac. CommEnNntTs By REx WOCKNER

Escape to Canada?
A reader wrote asking if I am going to abandon
the U.S. for the massively gay—friendlier provinces and territories
of Canada.
I paused, thought about it for a few seconds, then hit reply
and said: "I guess I‘ll stay because it‘s too cold in Canada;
because Australia is just as bad as the U.S. these days, and
because I haven‘t gone and checked out Argentina yet. Also,
because in the end, we will win, once all 29 million of us
come out to the people around us. Is there anybody you‘re
not out to yet?"
I should also have written that while the numbnuts and bub—
bas won the election for Bush, in fact the other 48 percent of us
have more power.
That‘s right. because we control the media — both the enter—
tainment media and the news media (with a few exceptions, like
Fox News and the Washington Times).
If America is anything, it‘s a media society. As bizarre as it
sounds, the fact is that, in a media society, Carson Kressley, Will
Truman, Ellen DeGeneres, David Fisher, Rosie O‘Donnell and
all the rest of them have amazing power to transform the nation.
That process is well underway.
In the news media, nearly all outlets have stopped treating
progay and antigay positions equally valid, just as they no longer
include a racist perspective in articles about Black people. The
news media is overwhelmingly run by non—right—wing, secular
Americans who believe it‘s a—okay to be gay. Janet Jackson
notwithstanding, the antigays have no possibility of wresting
control of either the entertainment or news media. Our war is
won in those crucial arenas.
We, the 48 percent, also control the universities and colleges.
We also control California, Illinois and New York, where you find
America‘s three most—important cities.
Pretty much the only pocket of intelligence we do not
control is the corporate world, though, of course, we

Supply
Since

on

control Microsoft and most other high—tech companies.
And we have wrested health insurance and other domes—
tic—partner benefits from an amazing array of staid
American corporations.
Also, when it comes specifically to gays, we have tons of
power as consumers. And America, of course, is even more of a
consumer society than it is a media society. The people who
want you to buy their (stuff) are interested in nothing but getting
you to buy their (stuff). If targeting gay consumers with advertis—
ing and implementing gay—friendly workplace policies sells more
of their (stuff), they will love you very much. This process also is
well underway.
The numbnuts‘ and bubbas‘ days are numbered as a majori—
ty in this country. They may have managed to cast 51 percent of
the votes this time, but in four years, lots of those people will
have died, replaced by people voting for the first time.
The future of our country is all but certain to be more secular
and more gay—friendly than it is
f
today. That‘s the pattern
throughout nearly all other
wealthy democracies.
In the end, the media, the
universities, the pursuit of profit
and the inevitable seculariza—
tion of wealthy democracies will
be more powerful forces than
fundamentalist Christianity.
Well, here‘s hopin‘, anyhow.
(This is an opinion/editorial
piece. The views expressed in
this column are those of the
writer and are not necessarily
those of Family & Friends
Magazine or its staff.)
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1972 Yuletide has succeeded in

League

meeting the demands of Memphis area
businesses. 24—hour customer service, on—

Play

line accounts, and fast "to your door‘
on

delivery are the demands we placed on
ourselves to help establish Yuletide as the

.

sundays

office supply leader in the Mid—South.

at 6 p.m.

Contact us about your office needs today.

at Winchester Lanes
31703 S. Mendenall

_—Z Yuletide "ZX

For information contact,

1245 Sycamore View, Memphis, TN 38134
901

RICHARD ANDREWS

— Fax 901—388—0785

at Rha1453@aol.com
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NEws & EVENTS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

winter fun
everyone joins in a parade and marches to the museum‘s Time
Square exhibit for the countdown to the Year." Everyone
joins in the old favorite "Auld Lang Syne""New
and then catches fun
prizes as goodies are tossed into the crowd. To finish off the cel—
ebration, there‘s a dance party with a variety of refreshments.
The event is included with museum admission, which is $6 for
children (ages one to 12) and seniors (62+), and $7 for adults.
For more information, call (901) 458—2678.

Children‘s Museum of Memphis is great place for

Adapted from the book
by E.B. White
Sponsored
Target
Storesby
Season
DorothySponsored
8. Kirsehby
1785 Poplar Avenue ~ >
October 29 — December 23
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Now through Dec. 31, stroll through a magical winter won—
derland in the Enchanted Forest Festival of Trees, on display at
the Memphis Pink Palace Museum, 3050 Central Avenue.
Teddy bears beckon, elves are busy at
work and penguins play in the snow.
Thousands of twinkling lights will dazzle
you and waiting at the end of the forest is
Santa Claus — ready to hear holiday wish—
es and pose for photographs.
Admission to the Enchanted Forest
Festival of Trees is $5 for adults and $4
seniors and children (ages three to
12). Santa pictures for
are $10 each. All proceeds benefit Le
Bonheur Children‘s Medical
The museum hours are
Monday to Thursday, 9 a.m. Center.
to
4
p.m.
Dec. 23) and
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Dec. 26 to 31); Friday(through
and
Saturday,
9 a.m.
to 9 p.m., and Sunday, noon to 6 p.m. For more information,
call (901) 320—6362.

tare

The Children‘s Museum of Memphis (CMOM), located at
2525 Central Avenue, offers children two opportunitie
s to cele—
brate the holidays in a place just for kids.
Children are invited to celebrate the
holidays in a winter wonderland at CMOM
during Breakfast with Frosty the Snowman
on Saturdays, Dec. 4 or 11, at 8 or 10 a.m.
Have a magical good time with every—
one‘s favorite winter character, Frosty the
Snowman. These fun—filled events allow
kids to meet the lovable
in person:;
eat a picnic—style breakfast;Frosty
make
magic
hat; sing—a—long with the Frosty song; color special artapages;
see the animated Frosty
and more. Parents care—
givers are encouraged to cartoon,
bring cameras to capture thatandspecial
moment when their child meets Frosty.
Admission to Breakfast with Frosty is $12 per person and
includes museum admission that same
day. Space is limited and
advance reservations are required by calling
(901) 456—2678.
Children have never had more
New Year‘s
than at CMOM. And, on Friday, Dec.fun31,celebrating
from
10
a.m.
1 p.m.
kids can get in the spirit of the New Year as they ring in to2005,
counting down to noon in the museum‘s Times Square exhibit.by
Children get ready for the "Year of the Rooster" by making
party hats, noisemakers and other
crafts. Festivities also include
karaoke, balloon animals, face painting,
a strolling costumed
character and other entertainment. Just before
12 o‘clock noon,

51a@vHOUsS
South Cooper

November 5 — January 9
(901) 126—4656

AND NOW, A WORD
FROM YOUR EEM ..
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treatment is our
business.

Best of

all ... we do it with
a soft, gentle touch.

Painful teeth,

\

swollen gums,

Make your teeth feel

unsightly stains and

good again!

bad breath ...
|

\/

Call for an appointment

These are messages

today.

from your teeth
which say,

We‘ll listen.

We are a young and
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growing dental practice

WE NEED HELP!

which prides itself on
fairness and open—mindedness.

WILLIAM

N.

CASTLE,

General

D.D.S.

Dentistry

79 North Cooper St. (between Madison & Poplar) Memphi
s, TN 38104
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The IMAX Theatre, located in The Memphis PINK ae,, iif
Nutty
The
include
films
other
His
Neutron.
$ @ vs,
Palace Museum, 3050 Central Avenue, will present the
Professor and Ace Ventura: When Nature Calls.
| wop.
holiday film, Santa vs. the Snowman, now through
¢
The film is presented in the IMAX format, pro—
m
Jan. 2, 2005.
jected
on a screen four stories tall and five stories
Santa vs. the Snowman tells the heartwarming
by 10,0000 watts of uncompressed
enhanced
and
wide
story of a lonely snowman who, at first, is swept away by the
digital sound.
magical wonders of Santa‘s Village, only to ultimately wage
Admission to Santa vs. the Snowman is $7.50 for adults;
war on Santa because he is jealous of all the attention Santa
seniors, and $6 for children. For showtimes, more infor—
for
$7
gets during Christmas time. What ensues is a polar feud of hilar—
mation or reservations, call (901) 320—6362 or go online to
ious proportions, where ultimately friendship reigns supreme.
Santa vs. the Snowman features the voices of Jonathan www.memphismuseums.org.
Winters, Ben Stein and Victoria Jackson. The film was created
and executively produced by Steve Oedekerk, the Academy
Stepping Toward TOLERANCE

The Third Annual Orpheum Star Search continues with audi—
tions scheduled for Jan. 15 and Feb. 12, 2005.
Twelve to 14 finalists will be selected from the preliminary
auditions to compete in the final performance on the Orpheum
Stage June 10, 2005. More than $15,000 in U.S. Savings Bonds
and prizes will be awarded.
Participants must register for an audition by calling (901) 525—
7800, ext. 404. Rules are available online at www.orpheum—
memphis.com Auditions take place at Overton High School,
1770 Lanier Lane, in the auditorium.

_+ Frequent minority—owned businesses and get to know
the proprietors.
L
2
« Start a "language bank" of volunteer interpreters for _
all languages used in your community.
_
___+Build a community peace garden.
(Reprinted with permission from "101 Tools for
Tolerance: Simple Ideas for Promoting Equity and
Celebrating Diversity," a publication of WWW.TOLER—
ANGE.ORG, A Project of the Southern Poverty Law
Genter, 400 Washington Avenue, Montgomery, AL 36104.
For more information go online to www.tolerance.org
and/or www.spicenter.org.)
www.lambdalegal.org

| Lambda Legal Youth PSA

bediferent.
You have the right to be who you are. You have the right to be out, safe & respected at school.
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IMAX Theatre now showing Santa vs. the Snowman

SLDN

now accepting

The Servicemembers Legal Defense Network (SLDN). is
accepting applications for legal interns for the Spring 2005
semester and for the Summer of 2005.
SLDN is the sole legal aid and watchdog organization for
men and women\in the military harmed by "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t
Tell." SLDN legal interns work on diverse projects within its
legal aid, policy advocacy and appellate litigation projects,
affording interns an extraordinarily well—rounded experience
in civil rights advocacy. SLDN Spring semester interns must
commit a minimum of 15 hours per week to the internship.
Full—time externships for credit also are available beginning
in January. Summer positions are only available on a full—
time basis.
Ideal candidates will have excellent written and oral com:—
munications skills, well—developed research skills and
demonstrated academic performance. Ideal candidates also
will have military experience and experience in crisis man—
agement and client contact.
SLDN interns are charged with significant responsibility.
Interns will manage at least 10 cases with SLDN attorney
supervision and produce a minimum of two to three written
work products. Interns will master a substantive area of military
law as it applies to lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender
service members.
To apply, send a cover letter, resume, writing sample, tran—
script and two references to: Sharon E. Debbage Alexander,
Counsel for Law and Policy, P.O. Box 65301, Washington, DC
20035—5301 or via email to sealexander@sldn.org.

intern applications
SLDN maintains a strong commitment to a multicultural envi—
ronment where diversity of race, ethnic origin, gender, age, sex—
ual orientation, gender identity and physical ability are important
institutional values.

Join others in Drumming
Circle Tuesdays at MGLCC
Each Tuesday, from 7 to 9 p.m., at the Memphis Gay &
Lesbian Community Center, 892 South Cooper, join in with
other like—minded individuals in a Drumming Circle.
A drumming circle is a group of people creating and
sharing a rhythmical/musical/healing/spiritual experience.
People form a circle to play their various drums and other
percussion instruments.
Bring your own drums, use the ones provided by the
organizers of this event or even bring an extra, if you
have it.
Experience is not required. Organizers request a $1
donation per session. This event is open to all in the com—
munity, regardless of sexual orientation, gender, race or
religious affiliation.
For more information, call Sonia at (901) 489—2182 or
email her at sgarner349@yahoo.com.

MemphHis

LOG

CABIN

REPUBLICANS
"Working to bring the message of Inclusion to the Party of Lincoln"

2004

Holiday

Social

We would like to invite members of both the GOP and GLBTQ
Communities to attend our 2004 Holiday Social.
Our Speaker will be Jeff Cook, National Log Cabin Republicans.
Refreshments will be served.

—

Saturday, December 18, 2004

W 12:00 Noon — 2:00 PM

Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center W 892 South Cooper
Join Our Communication Group to Keep Updated on Events & News
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MemphisLCR/
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Mempnis Bar, Restaurant & Tnsater Guide
BARS & CLUBS

1.

2.

AREA RESTAURANTS

Backstreet Memphis
2018 Court Street
(901) 276—5522

Crossroads
1278 Jefferson
(901) 276—8078

9.

,_

Allusions (inset)
3204 North Thomas
(901) 357—8383

10. One More
2117 Ped
(901) 278—MORE

Bogie‘s Delicatessen
2098 LaSalle Place

)
Melange

Pie In

948 S. Cooper

2149

(901) 272—0022

(901) 276—0002

(901) 276—7437

The Brushmark

Molly‘s La Casita

Audrey Rose Cafe

The Sky Pizza
Young Avenue

1934 Poplar (in the Brooks)

2006 Madison Avenue

2670 Union Extended

(901) 544—6225

(901) 726—1873

Suite 100

Buns On The Run

One More Bar & Grill

2150 Elzey Avenue

2117 Peabody

(901) 323—1196

3.

Crossroads 2
111 North Claybrook
(901) 276—1882

11. The Pumping Station
1382 Poplar Avenue
(901) 272—7600

(901) 278—BUNS

4.

J—Wags
1268 Madison Avenue
(901) 725—1909

12. Paragon
2865 Walnut Grove Rd.
(901) 320—0026

2127 Young Avenue
(901) 274—1504
Cafe Society

5.

The Jungle
1474 Madison Avenue
(901) 278—0521

13. Printer‘s Alley
322 S. Cleveland
(901) 725—9809

Cafe Ole

6.

Lorenz/Aftershock
1528 Madison Avenue

mxIOTABLE qNMAP
+717 N. Whitestation

(901) 278—MORE
Barksdale Restaurant

cos

237 South Cooper
(901) 722—2193
Young Avenue Deli

212 N. Evergreen
(901) 7222177

2119 Young Avenue
(901) 278—0034

Grill ‘n‘ Bar
326 S. Cleveland
(901) 725—9809

Zinnie‘s East
1718 Madison Avenue
(901) 274—7101

Sega eg—
% (901) 522—0011

$527 Walker Street
(901) 327—1471
soGo
1255 Goodman Road
Hom Lake, MS
(662) 349—6565

GLBT RETAILERS
INZ & OUTZ Cards & Gifts
553 South Cooper
(901) 728—6535

Metro Memphis
1349 Autumn Street
(901) 274—8010

A Circuit Playhouse

1705 Poplar Avenue
(901) 726—4656

xx. FAMILY FLAVORS
18 North McLean @ Madison
(901) 725—0313

C Malco‘s Studio on the Square

2105 Court Avenue
Movie Hotline: (901) 681—2020

Lise

tr

B Emerald Theatre Company D Playhouse on the Square
2085 Monroe Avenue
51 South Cooper
(901) 722—9302
(901) 726—4656
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8.

Madison Flame
1588 Madison Avenue
(901) 278—0569

CLEVELAND

7.

CENTRAL AVE

YOUNG AVE,
SOUTHERN

SOUTHERN

NOT ON MAP

The Orpheum
203 South Main Street
(901) 525—3000
Theatre Memphis
630 Perkins Exterfdhed
(901) 682—8323

r

DINING OUT
by Laer Gib Retae

Other people will
tell you about this
establishment‘s long
history in Memphis.
Undoubtedly
they
would
speak
at
length about the 25
years it has had to
grow and prosper in
our city. They would
likely wax on about
how the proprietors are an image of the
American Dream, having come to our
borders from the Ukraine to use little
more than their strong wills and determi—
nation to build this family business from
nothing into a hub of good food and great
company from which they can prosper.
We,. of course, don‘t care about all of that.
We came for the food and the experi—
ence, and this is what we found.
Upon entering you see the bar, with its
flashy lights strung up in front of a row of
folk dolls that seem to yearn to be on a
lighted floor as they groove beneath a mir—
ror ball, though they likely get their fill with

the belly dancers that
come in on the week—
ends. To the left,
painted against a
night sky you can see
the onion domes of
Moscow‘s most noted
landmark. Of course,
our dining experience
had nothing to do with
that, because if you
turn to the right, you can be seated at a
cozy table in a room with stylized borders
and folksy artwork which brings the heart of
Eastern Europe to mind: bold yet
restrained if sometimes opulent. The soft
lighting is pleasant and the quiet mood
would be unmarred if not for the back—
ground music, which seems to be some—
thing pumped in from a random assortment
of mediocre, foreign stations.
The atmosphere, however, fades
when the food is served. The appetizers
are an unexpected treat when they first
See Cafe Samovar, page 40
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RESTAURANT

Walker

OPEN TO SERVE YOU
Monday—Friday, 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday—Sunday, 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
237 South Cooper
(901) 722—2193

2670 Union Ext.
Suite 100
(ground floor of the
Lippscomb—Pitts Bldg.)
Memphis, TN 38112

Breakfast,
Lunch &
Catering
Monday—Friday
(901) 323—1196,

2006
Madison‘
327
restaurant and bar
re & ave i In i

2150 Elzey Ave.\zeast of Cooper
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Cafe: Samo'var .
frompage 39.

The Seafood
Cafe Samovar/
Blini is a shrimp
83 Union Avenue
and crab meat
filled __
crepe |_
|
ae
topped with a | Fuse/Cost Lunch entres $7~$25

arrive. We had ordered the sampler WhICh included, Baltic
spring rolls, stuffed with crab and shrimp celentra cream
cheese; golubtzi, stuffed cabbage leaves with lamb, rice and caper
lemon
Dinner $14$24
feta cheese, which appear similar to the spring roll but with a sauce..."
It.
is
Dining Style Casu
flavor not unlike lasagna but without the pasta or the carbs; served on a bed
_ Cuisine: Russran/ Eastern
pelmeni, Russian dumplings stuffed with chicken, and piro— of Basmati rice
Europeaﬁ
gies, a potato filled pastry. Of the four sauces provided, only _with vegetables
Service:
Excellemt
the marinara was lacking but it was no loss as the others . on the side. The
(garllc mushroom, Greek vinaigrette and a sweet dressing texture of the | QualityofFood: Excellent __
Hours Mon—Sat, 11 a.m. to 2:30
similar to a plum sauce) were quite: satisfying. The platter crepes wasn‘t the
could be a meal on its own, though that sort of thing can be best we have |
‘p.m.; 5:30 to 11 p.m. —
_ left to the bar area.
ever seen, but t Liquor Beer /Wine / Spirits
Following the appetlzers we had a traditional Russran the shrimp and
OtherCarry-out/ Catenng
~Borscht soup and the Greek Salad. The Borscht soup, which crabmeat stuffing —
was basically a thin tomato based soup with cabbage, was tasty was flavorful, fresh and cooked to perfectlon undoubtedly mak—
yet not very flavorful. Not being a connoisseur of Borscht soup ing this dish a must order for the crepelover.
makes this soup hard to evaluate, however, it is not something
Finally, we closed the meal with a creme brulee. Although we
we would not order again. The Greek salad, however, was not were more than full when this dessert was served, it is without
better or worse than anything made at home without much effort. saying that Samovar undoubtedly has one of the best creme
The salad was fresh and that‘s about all that can be said, though brulees in town. After penetrating theperfectly caramelized sugar
the presentation was nice.
topping, the custard that lay beneath wasabsolutely fabulous.
— This, of course, brings us to the entrees. We ordered Seafood
To sum things up, if anything should go wrong, just close your
Blini and Smoked Muscovy Duck. They did something to their eyes and eat your meal and all will be well again.
duck that we have never had the pleasure of tasting before: they
made it well. It was moist, not greasy, and was cut into small
discs surrounded, not drenched,in gravy. We could go on, but it
— all comes to threellttle words: "It was good."

40 FAMILY & friends Decemsen 2004

(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The? views expressed in
this column are those of the writer andare not necessarily those
of Family & Friends Magazine or its
staff)

, | Full—Service Restaurants
| East« 717 N. White Station (901) 685-5404 O0
Downtown » 87 S. Second St. (901) 522—0011
—West Memphis * 3600 E. Broadway (870) 735—6466
J quck~8erve Restaurant
O East2841 S. Perkins Road (901) 363-8118

Midtown Memphis TN 38104
(901) 272—0022
Let BOGIE‘S
take care of your
Holiday Feast!
Party Trays & Catering
Available
$
Voted #1 Deli by
featunng Boar‘s Head Memphis Magazine
meats & cheeses and The Memphis Flyer
7 am to 6 pm
Monday—Friday
8 am to 3 pm Saturday
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UBT

The Black same—gender—loving (SGL) and transgender com—
munity has a new tool in the quest for mobilization. Community
leaders from around the country have come together and
developed a national online forum. The new online forum is a
members—only, e—mail and bulletin board discussion group for
members of the Black SGL lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans—
gender (LGBT) community, as well as progressive persons of
all ethnicities.
Designed to focus on topics of interest to Black SGL/LGBT
persons, information to be shared includes, political news, enter—
tainment news, job listings, community events, on—going discus—
sions and more.
"This forum was designed to be able to get information out
quickly to the community that‘s relative," explained the forum‘s
founder activist Jasmyne Cannick. "If we all have access to each
other, it‘s that much more easy to spread the word and enlist the
assistance of the community at large around our own issues."
Marquita Thomas, founder of Out and About, a social net—
working group for Black lesbians, said, "In this time immediately
following the election, Black gays feel even more disenfran—
chised than ever. We need a forum to re—connect, commiserate
and disseminate information relative to our community. This is
that forum."
For more information or to join
groups.yahoo.com/group/nationalblacksgligbt.

go online to

HOLIDAY WISH LIST
Here‘s a list of some of the items we would like
to be able to provide for our clients this holiday
socks (adults/children)
gloves or mittens (adults/children)
stocking caps (adults/children)
scarves (adults/children)
sweatshirts (adults, sizes L, XL, XXL)
towels & wash cloths
blankets (full or twin)
gently used/new coats (adults/children)
I gift bags (we prefer gifts unwrapped)
Please bring your gifts to 1384 Madison Ave. by
December 15. For more info, contact Ana by
email at mirandaffl@yahoo.com

w

Dont Spend Your Entire Holiday in the Kitchen ...
LET PAM & SHARRON
> HELP WITH THE
E&. EM. wer%
COOKING!
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278—BUNS
CHEESECAKES
* Blueberry
« Chocolate
* Strawberry
« Chocolate Chip

* Banana

* Strawberry

*Italian Coconut

* Carrot
* Yellow
« Chocolate «+ Lemon
* Red Velvet « German Chocolate

* Apple

« Chocolate

*
*
+
*

*
+
+
+

Cherry
Chess
Egg Custard
Banana Cream

Pecan
Pumpkin
Key Lime
Lemon Ice Box

o“? ea oisCatt) SIDE DISHES
* Sweet Potato Casserole

Buns on the Run Café & Bakery : compress pressing
2150 ELZEY AVENUE * just east of Cooper
DecemBer 2004
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Pfizer Pharmaceuticals,
Agouron Division, makers of

Viracept 625, is proud to

VIRACEPT
nelfinavir mesylate

mg

sponsor this educational page in
Family and Friends

HIV/AIDS Epucation 101

by Marie Marthe Saint Cyr, MSW
Anna was a peer counselor in the HIV prevention departm
ent
of our AIDS service agency for just eight months. She was
much
older than our other women at 62. She called herself the "Mom"
of the group.
As a peer counselor, Anna was careful to ensure that older
people were given prevention information. She often stated that
older people do not talk about their sex lives, but were having
sex, usually unprotected.
Anna had some risky behaviors in her own past, but she
thought a diagnosis of HIV would never happen to her and nei—
ther did her doctor. Although she was increasingly sick, it was
not until she developed TB that her HIV status was discovered.
By then, it was too late. Anna died in the hospital.
Anna is not alone. There are many HIV—positive people who
HIV/AIDS TESTING SITES & INFORMATION
Friends For Life & The Positive Living Center
1384 Madison Avenue / 28 North Claybrook
Call Friends For Life for dates and times
FREE OraSure « appointments may be required
For more information, call (901) 272—0855
Memphis & Shelby County Health Department
814 Jefferson Avenue, Room 221 + 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Monday—Friday « Testing conducted on teens, ages 13 and
up, without parental consent. HIV Test Cost: FREE
For more information, call (901) 544—6808
Memphis Regional Planned Parenthood
1407 Union Avenue, Third Floor — 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
to Thursday, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Fridays + FREE OraSure
testing for ages 13—24, over age 24: $35 blood test,
$40 OraSure « For more information, call (901) 725—1717
New Directions Inc.
4466 Elvis Presley, Suite 310 — 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
to Friday « Appointments required + HIV Test Cost: FREE
For more information, call (901) 346—5497
The Shot Nurse
4646 Poplar/So. Perkins — 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday—Friday,
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesdays — There is a charge for an
HIV test « For more information, call (901) 685—9999

Medical Testing Resources Inc.
4322 American Way + 9 am to 4:30 pm Monday—Friday
OraQuick 20—minute HIV test « Confidential
Cost: $70 to $90 — ages 13 and up
For more information, call (901) 795—5905

are over 50. In fact, in New York City the rate of HIV infection had
increased to 15 percent in 2003, among the over—50 population.
There are several reasons why older people are getting infected:
* Not knowing the risk factors for HIV infection.
* Not receiving prevention education.
* Believing that HIV only affects younger people.
* Having unprotected heterosexual or homosexual sex.
* Sharing needles.
* Being newly single. Many older people get divorced or lose
their mates. While they had a partner they may have ignored HIV
prevention messages.
For an older person, an HIV diagnosis can cause disbelief,
denial and fear of disclosure and retaliation. Here are some tips
to help cope with HIV as a senior:
* Make sure you have the right doctor. Does your present
doctor have experience treating HIV? If not, you may need
to
find a new doctor and/or clinic where you can receive good qual—
ity HIV care from more knowledgeable providers.
* If you don‘t have a doctor, get one. Find a healthcare provider
locally, or out of the area if you prefer. But find one who is acces—
sible and will help you understand your treatment options.
* Get professional support. You may be afraid to disclose your
HIV status to the people who normally support you. Try talking to
a mental health counselor, health educator or peer counselor.
These people have a great deal of knowledge to share. Some
peer counselors may have had similar experiences and can help
you develop good coping strategies.
* Think about how you handle stress. What is the likelihood
that you will fall back on prior destructive behaviors (such as iso—
lation, depression or substance abuse)? Seek support so you
do
not lose control and fall into a pattern that can only be detrimen—
tal to your future health.
* Don‘t hide. Join an HIV support group. You may make a
friend who can help you through the emotional trauma.
* Get a life with HIV. Consider getting involved in volunteering
or advocacy work. Making a personal contribution can make
your life worthwhile.
* Get medical attention for the special needs of seniors.
Menopausal and postmenopausal women may have concerns
about hormone therapy and cervical cancer. Seniors may already
be taking many medications. Find out about HIV drug interac—
tions. Be aware of increased risks for heart disease and diabetes.
* Learn all you can about HIV. Educate yourself so you will
understand how you got infected and basic facts about HIV and
treatment options. Some resources are: National AIDS Hotline:
See Senior Citizens, page 47
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* 20 Minute HIV1 & 2 Results

+ Confidential

ccuracy
* FDA Approve
PP
$
« Oral Swab, non—invasive

* No Waiting, walk in M—F, 9 to 4:30
* After Hours Appointments
Available
PP
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The Medical Testing Resourcesclinic is the only providerin Tennessee approvedto offer the OrdQuttk“Mme Rapid
Visit our clinic at:
4322 AmMeriC@N WAY (one block west oftheMidAmerica Mail)

Memphis — Phone: 901—795—5905
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HIV 1&2 test, This newgeneration of HIVtestingis FDA approved and provides HIV/A
j
NAR aasoot Friday, 9 am to 4:30 pm, or call for an after hours appointment.

Confidentialityis assured andtesting is providedto teens ages 13 andup without parental consent.

fidential HIV testi
esting

by Anita Moyt, managing editor
f
f Medical Testing Resources. (MTR) has brought three holiday
gifts to the Memphis community. A place where you can get an
HIV test (1) that is 100 percent confidential, no questions asked;
(2) take a test that requires no blood, and (3) get the results of
your test in only 20 minutes from the time you take the test, a.e.,
while you wait.
f
s
This company, known more
for its occupational drug testing
in 35 states for upwards of 300
companies, has opened a new
clinic at 4322 American Way.
"We have just moved into a
new location, in part to be able
to support the HIV activity with
the new OraSure test," Steve
Conn, president of Medical
Testing Resources told Family
& Friends magazine in a tele—
phone interview. "We started
working on it a year ago. I had
hogRe
been in touch with OraSure

ur
to
Or.

(Technologies
Inc.)
in
Pennsylvania. | knew the test
was coming through working with them. We were involved in
occupational drug testing and through that effort we were

e
lp

exposed to a good bit of medical material related to HIV testing.
It was a natural component with what we were already doing

viding the newest version of HIV testing, which is the OraQuick
ADVANCE Rapid HIV—1/2 Antibody Test (Rapid HIV Test)."
According to Conn, So far, MTR is the only entity in
Tennessee offering the rapid test.
"We must be approved by the State of Tennessee," Conn
said. "We are the only entity in the entire state of Tennessee cur—
rently approved to offer the Rapid HIV Test."
Presently, two staff members in the clinic, are trained, quali—
fied and approved by the State of Tennessee to administer the
new test and to read the results.
"This is different from the health department in that the clinic
is set up just like a medical clinic," Conn continued. "There is
minimal or no waiting. At the health department, some people
wait for up to five hours.
"Here you go into a private exam room for preliminary coun—
See Confidential Testing, page 46
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tact with ... those with HIV exposure. ‘Shared Needle Syndrome‘
is one of the two primary causes of HIV transmission.
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"The reason we opened," Conn continued, "was to provide a
clinic, which is based around privacy and confidentiality and pro—
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Those who are HIV—Positive (and their p
can attend December 13 & 27 from 6 to 8 pm
For location and information, call (901) 272—0855
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Planned Parenthood
Confidential STD and HI V/AIDS" Fet
For Men and Women — 725—1717

Funded in part by the Mid—South AIDS Fund
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Confidential Testing
from page 45
seling before the specimen is taken," Conn said, explaining what
happens at the MTR clinic. "Counseling is required by the state.
An oral swab, much like a Q—tip, takes a sample of saliva from
your mouth. That is done in a private room. Then the client goes
into the waiting room for the 20—minute development time. And
then we read the test and the client comes back into a second
counseling room to receive their results. All of this is private."
Initial positive readings at the MTR clinics are immediately
followed up with another test to verify the initial results.
"If there is a positive result, a preliminary positive, as it is
called, there is specific counseling given to the client telling them
what the preliminary positive means," Conn said. "Even though
the accuracy in clinical trials of the OraQuick ADVANCE Rapid
HIV—1/2 Antibody Test is 99.8 percent accurate, we would then
take a second oral specimen and that is sent overnight to a lab—
oratory for a Western Blot test. And that result is available in 24
to 48 hours. That is the confirmatory test.
"If the results of the second test are positive, our office will call
the donor and have them come back by appointment to receive
the results. At that point we would refer them to a list of
providers," he continued.
"With early detection, an HIV—positive individual receiving
antretroviral treatment can have a quality of life similar to some—
one who is negative," Conn added.
The 20 minute timeframe of the new test is its hallmark.
"One of the huge advantages of the Rapid HIV test is some—
one can alter their behavior immediately so as not to expose
46
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partners or others to the virus," Conn said. "Another advantage
is there is no more of the terrible two—week waiting period.
Because you know the results when you walk out the door, it
allows so many advantages to how people live their lives."
The thing that MTR can offer that public and community agen—
cies cannot is confidentiality. MTR offers a place to deal with your
own personal health issues without the repercussions that the
public health agencies would demand of those testing positive.
"Confidentiality. This is a point | am very, very adamant
about," Conn concluded. "We have no reporting requirement to
the state whatsoever, unlike the health department or other com—
munity—based organizations. Because we are a private—based
organization, a patient‘s confidentiality is protected at all steps.
They can come in and use a number, at their discretion, that‘s
fine. No names are required. We observe extreme confidentiali—
ty. We do not have a record of a client‘s name, and we do not
report to anyone."
MTBR is open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Evening appointments are available upon request. Testing is con—
ducted on teens ages 13 and up without parental consent.
The Rapid HIV test ranges in price from $70 to $90 for the
first test, which includes the testing, developing and counseling.
Cash, checks and credit cards are accepted.
For more information, call (901) 795—5905.
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Senior Citizens
from page 44
(800) 342—2437; Project Inform Treatment Information Hotline:
(800) 822—7422, and National Association on HIV Over 50:
www.
It is important to find out your HIV status in order to get the
care and treatment you need. But since many geriatric doctors
are not looking for HIV among their patients, the diagnosis often
comes too late, as it did in Anna‘s case.
You could be Anna, or Anna could be the older woman next
door or a family member. If you or someone you know could be
HIV—positive, no matter what their age, look into HIV testing. You
have a better chance of staying well if you are diagnosed soon—
er, rather than later, and if you get good medical care. And if you
are negative, you can learn what precautions you need to take
to stay that way.
Marie M. Saint Cyr, MSW is the executive director of Iris
House Center for HIV—positive women.
Reprinted courtesy of www.PositiveWords.com.

YOU CAN BEA
FRIEND FOR LIFE, TOO

.

by volunteering your time
Justcall FriendsFor Life at 901.272.0855

Get FAMILY & friends Delivered To
Your Doorstep Every Month For Just
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It‘s been said that we are crazy at Prescott, because
of thestances we take and our proud tradition
of welcoming everyone, regardless of race, sexual, or
political orientation. It‘s been said that Jesus was crazy too and
we always try to do our very best to follow Him.
If you‘ve been looking for a church that‘s radically different,
with an active mission to explore compassion, peace, justice
and the love of Christ, come see what all the craziness is about!
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961 Getwell Road
near Park & Getwell
9:30 Sunday School 10:45 Worship
901—327—8479
www.prescottchurch.org
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"You would‘ve thought someone
,
would‘ve gotten wise by now and thrown
us off the air, but no, we‘re still here. We thought at first we‘d get
a lot of protest from right—wing, conservative people in the
States, but we get many more members of the gay community
upset about it because they felt it wasn‘t realistic. Some people
weren‘t clever enough to realize we weren‘t trying to represent
every gay person‘s life."
— Actor Scott Lowell, who plays Ted on "Queer As Folk,"
to the Sydney Star Observer, Oct. 14.
A

nember way back in the 1980s, when
Cheney racked up one of the most
tigay voting records in the House
of Representatives? In 1988, he
_ was one of 13 members who
even voted against funding for
IDS testing and research when
was still called a ‘gay plague

Well, Cheney‘s comeas far as

many other Americans and for
the same essential reason.

Themore people in our families,
workplaces and communities come out of the closet, the
harder it is to regard them as deviants who need to
be cured or converted orjailed."
— Columnist Elien Goodman, Boston Globe, Oct. 21.
"We‘ve had, now, five months of same—sex marriage (in
Massachusetts), and I do not think any heterosexual has noticed
— unless they live next door to two lesbians and they had to buy
them a present."
— Gay U.S. Rep. Barney Frank, D—Mass., to the Wellesley
(Mass.) Townsman, Oct. 21.
"(Bush voters are) self—righteous, gun—totin‘, military lovin‘,
sister marryin‘, abortion hatin‘, gay—loathin‘, foreigner—despisin‘,
non passport ownin‘ rednecks who believe God gave America
the biggest dick in the world so it could urinate on the rest of us
and make their land ‘free and strong.""
— Brian Reade writing in London‘s Mirror, Nov. 4.

"Paul disapproves
the sex—obsessec
‘to remain unmarri

2

going tocherry—pic at phrasesand
ignore the central message of love, then
perhaps weshouldjust ban
marriage altogether?"
— Columnist Nicholas Kristof,
The New York Times, Oct. 23.
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"The only gay book I
ever read was when I
was 15 or 16 —
Rubyfruit Jungle by
Rita Mae Brown."
— Lesbian singer kd lang
to the British lesbian ,
magazine Diva,
November issue.

"The gay and lesbian community needs ws
to focus less on Washington, D.C.; ,
Hollywood, and Manhattan and more 4
on the American Heartland and the |
South. Like it or not, Michael
Moore, Bruce Springsteen and
Rosie O‘Donnell will never
convince the lowa farmer, the South
Carolina veteran or the West Virginia
coal miner to be on our side. Much
more important than increasing
attendance at all our organizations‘
expensive black—tie dinners is the
work we should be doing hosting
rural barbecues and town—hall meetings for honest
discussions with people who disagree with us."
— Log Cabin Republicans Executive Director
Patrick Guerriero in a Nov. 8 statement.
"Mostly it‘s bras. Sweaty bras. ... We try to discourage that as
much as possible, but it still happens."
— Lesbian singer Melissa Etheridge on things thrown at
her on stage, to Curve magazine, November issue.
"I can look back and cringe at a lot of the stuff."
— Ellen DeGeneres on her relationship with Anne Heche,
to Parade magazine, Oct. 31.
"I‘m upset that gays can‘t get married
It‘s unfair. Plus, it‘s an insult to
women. Marriage is only for
procreation? Really? What about
the woman who wants to get
married and not have kids? Should
they not get married either?"
—— Yoko Ono to Cox News Service,
Oct. 30
Ono‘s reworded—to—include gays dance mix of
her and John Lennon‘s 1980 song "Every Man
Has A Woman Who Loves Him"is at No. 1
on the dance charts.
Quotes compiled by Rex Wockner, who has reported news for the
gay press since 1985. His work has appeared in more than 200 gay
publications. He has a B.A. injournalism from Drake University, started —
his career as a radio reporter and has written extensively for the main—
stream media, as well.

CDC draws fire as youth infection rate rises
According to the National Youth Action Coalition (NYAC), in
«recent months, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control has been
under fire for its decision to implement a new U.S. AIDS policy

strategy emphasizing HIV testing over HIV prevention. Given the
CGDC‘s own most recent surveillance data on adolescents, this
criticism is well—deserved.
New infections among adolescents reached an all time low in
the late 1990s, but began a steady increase during the last four
years as government resources began to be shifted away from
high—quality prevention efforts to untested, and scientifically
flawed strategies like abstinence—only education.
In August, the CDC awarded contracts to eight community—
based organizations working to stem the tide of new infections.
When this pool of funding was first awarded in 2000, millions of
dollars in critical funds went to 88 youth—serving agencies.
Despite their strong records of success, less than one—10th of
those youth—serving agencies are still receiving funding.
Now, in an unheralded announcement, the CDC has found an
additional $5 million for community—based organizations.
However, instead of responding to the legitimate concerns of their
critics, they have created a request for proposals that will provide
additional funds only to those organizations who have already
received funding, and then only to fund adaptations of current pre—
vention models for work with people who are already HIV positive.
This approach is consistent with the new CDC strategy:
"Advancing HIV Prevention: New Strategies for a Changing
Epidemic," announced in April 2003; but it effectively eliminates
almost all public funding for adolescent HIV prevention efforts.
These new awards also require agencies to hire 3.5 full—time

evaluation positions, making it very difficult for smaller agencies
who may have the demonstrated experience to reach the intend—
ed population, but do not have the space or capacity to manage
this kind of growth.
For more information, go online to www.nyacyouth.org.
FFl‘s website gets 3 awards
Friends For Life (FFL)‘s website, friendsforlifecorp.org, has
received three more prestigious awards, including a Gold Award
from Cowgomoo Web Awards; the Gold Award from the United
Kingdom—based The Webuilder‘s Network, and the Diamond
Award from Mygayweb.com.
"I‘m happy to seeFFL‘s site receive these awards," said FFL‘s
volunteer Webmaster Kevin Reed, "because with every award,
our site gets recognized and linked to these high—traffic websites
that will bring traffic our way. With more traffic, we can possibly
educate more people about HIV/AIDS, make them more com—
passionate towards people living with HIV/AIDS, improve some—
one‘s quality of life or even maybe save someone‘s life."
"We are very grateful to Kevin Reed," said FFL Executive
Director Kim A. Moss, "who volunteers his time to us to create
and maintain our website. His dedication to the agency and the
cause of fighting HIV/AIDS is incredible. His work has helped us
realize our goal of having a website that not only is informative
about Friends For Life, but also provides resource and educa—
tional information."
More information on the awards can be viewed on FFL‘s web—
site at friendsforlifecorp.org/awards.htm.
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“Boll-I. anu thingslto do 'rounjd‘ towh
Holiday Laser Show underway
The Sharpe Planetarium, located in the Memphis Pink Palace
Museum, 3050 Central Avenue, presents its annual, "Holiday
Laser Spectacular," now through Jan. 2, 2005. The songs of the
season delight the ears while multi—colored laser images and
patterns dazzle the eyes. Admission is $4.25 for adults, and
$3.75 for seniors and children (ages three to 12). Showtimes,
through Dec. 12, are Saturdays, at noon, 3 and 4:30 p.m., and
Sunday, at 3 and 4:30 p.m. Showtimes from Dec. 18 through
Jan. 2 are Monday to Thursday, at noon and 3 p.m.; Saturday, at
noon, 3 and 4:30 p.m., and Sunday at 3 p.m. For more informa—
tion, call (901) 320—6362.
Zoo offers holiday fun

Zoo Lights are back at the Memphis Zoo, from 6 to 9 p.m.,
Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays, now through Dec. 12, and
nightly Dec. 17—23. Watch "snow" fall in the courtyard; experi—
ence the enchantment of two live reindeer; visit the holiday—
trimmed China Exhibit; extend holiday wishes to Ya Ya and Le
Le; create holiday ornaments and crafts; decorate delightful and
delicious holiday treats; browse at the Elephant‘s Truck Zoo
Shop or Bamboo Shop, and children can shop at the "kids—only"
Secret Santa shop. Cost is $6 per person. For an additional fee,
pictures can be made with Santa and/or take a ride in horse—
drawn wagons. For more information or tickets, go online to
www.memphiszoo.org.

The Memphis Symphony Orchestra will present a classical
concert on Saturday, Dec. 11, at 8 p.m., at First Congregational
Church, located at 1000 South Cooper. The concert will be
repeated on Sunday, Dec. 12, at 2:30 p.m. at Lausanne
Collegiate School, located at 1381 West Massey Road. The
music features baroque and early classical pieces by composers
Handel, Haydn and Wagner, among others. Tickets, which are
$35 for adults and $32 for children, seniors and students, are
available by calling the MSO Box Office at (901) 324—3627. Both
concerts are Arts Access events.
MSO offers 2 choices for New Years
The Memphis Symphony Orchestra will present two con—
cert choices for New Year‘s Eve: "Broadway Nights" at the
Germantown Performing Arts Center and "New Year‘s Eve at
the Symphony" at the Cannon Center for the Performing Arts
in Downtown Memphis. Both concerts begin at 8 p.m. and will
conclude in time to toast the new year. "Broadway Nights"
features singers Craig Shulman and Tamra Hayden, in solos
and duets, backed by a five—piece combo from the Memphis
Symphony Orchestra. The "New Year‘s Eve at the
Symphony" features the Memphis Symphony Orchestra with
renowned opera singer and native Memphian, Kallen
Esperian, who will present light classical and opera selec—
tions. Tickets, which are $50 and $80 each, are available by
calling the MSO Box Office at (901) 324—3627. Both concerts
are Arts Access events.
The Chickasaw Group of the Sierra Club will hold its monthly
"Third Tuesday" meeting on Tuesday, Dec. 21, from 6 to 8 p.m,
at Cafe Francisco, 400 North Main Street, in downtown
Memphis. Members, activists and friends are invited to meet. in
a casual setting to talk about issues and interests. For more
information, call Jill Johnston at (901) 278—2713.
Brooks lights up December 12
On Sunday, Dec. 12, from 4 to 7 p.m., the public is invited
to the Brooks Museum of Art, 1934 Poplar Avenue in Overton
Park, for "Light Up the Brooks Lantern Festival." This celebra—
tion features live music, dance performances, children‘s activi—
ties, holiday treats and a fabulous exterior lighting design. The
festivities will culminate in the outdoor lighting of hundreds of
handmade lanterns.

L YOu

Red Cross discounts CPR course
The Mid—South Chapter of the American Red Cross,
1400 Central Avenue, will offer a course on adult CPR and
the community‘s emergency medical service on Saturday,
Dec. 18. The course fee is normally $50, but for this one—
time holiday special, the fee is $25. Call (901) 726—1690 for |
more information.

Women are invited to a monthly Lesbian Social Night held at
the Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center, 892 South
Cooper, on Wednesday, Dec. 16, at 6:30 p.m. For more infor—
mation, email Heidi at strangefire1@aol.com.
50
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TM‘s Cinderella yets a new
swish, er twist

by Kevin Shaw, staff writer
g
role like this?
Everyone thinks they know the _
Murphy: I‘m having a hard time
story, but most haven‘t heard this
getting prepared for it. I don‘t know
musical version of Cinderella play—
how to walk in heels. It‘s interest—
ing at Theatre Memphis, 630
ing
to learn how. I‘m stumbling
Perkins Extended, Dec. 3 to 19.
everywhere.
Adapted by John B. Davidson —
F&F: I‘m guessing your director,
and directed by Ann Marie Hall,
Ann Marie Hall, is not much help in
this holiday version of the classic
that department?
_
delivers carols, snowflakes and
Murphy: (laughing) Oh no. Not
mistletoe. It also delivers slapstick
really.
humor, clownish shenanigans and
F&F: Who‘s helping you learn to f
a Fairy Godmother on roller —
walk in heels?
skates!
All told
from
the
Murphy: A lot of girls in the cast
Stepmother‘s point of view, this
keep yelling, "Toe, heel! Toe, heel!"
revamped fairy tale is a riotous
F&F: Are you playing a woman
romp through the imagination for .
or are you trying to play a man in
the entire family.
th
a dress? —
Stepping into the role of the
Murphy: It‘s a guy in a dress.
twisted and sadistic stepmother is
He/she has some feminine quali—
a man! For the first time in
ties, but it‘s not really supposed to
Memphis, Kevin T. Murphy will play
FROM LEFT: Ashley Bugg (Dorcas), Kevin T. Murphy (Stepmather) be a woman. For inspiration, I‘m
this classic role. Family & Friends
and Myke! Pennington (Pearl) in Theatre Memphis‘s production
looking to Tim Curry in Rocky
couldn‘t wait to talk to Murphy
f
as
of Cinderella.
Horror Picture Show and local actor
about his take on playing this "diva
Kyle Barnett in Amadeus.
from hell." _
f
f
F&F: Are you having fun?
f
F&F: So, Mr. Murphy, what are YOU doing in Cinderella?
Murphy: The show is goingreally well. It‘s so funny. I haven‘t
Murphy: Uh ... what do you mean?
been able to keep a straight face yet.
F&F: However you want totake that.
_
Wt,
F&F: Are you a pretty girl?
Murphy: Um ... What am | doing in Cinderella? Having a
Murphy: No! "Momma, I‘m not a pretty girl."
good time? | am playing the typical English "Dame Role" in this
F&F: Is that okay with you?
KL)
show (where a man plays a female role). In this show, it is usu—
Murphy: Yeah, that‘s fine. I‘m supposed to be an ugly woman
ally ‘a man who plays one of the evil stepsisters, but they have to begin with.
Our make—up designer has promised to make me
the stepmother doing it now.
4
hideous.
j
F&F: Is this something that Theatre Memphis came up with or
F&F: Do you have to perform this role with an
is this typically done with this show?
‘
5
English accent?
|

j
Murphy: | can‘t speak for the rest of the country, but
Murphy: I‘m not quite sure what my accent is at this point. It‘s
the last time this show was done in Memphis, men played loud, shrieky and maybe, quasi—British.
the stepsisters.
j
3
F&F: So, are you openly gay!
F&F: How did you get involved in this show? Did you origi—
Murphy: | am openly gay!
nally audition to play one of the stepsisters?
f
F&F: How does that feel being a homosexual and performing
Murphy: Elizabeth Perkins, the stage manager, told me that in women‘s clothes?
(
I should audition for it because they were going to cast a man in
Murphy: It‘s interesting. I already fill a lot of the stereotypes
a dress for the role of the stepmother. I thought it was a funny without having to put
on a dress, so I figure, what‘s one more?
part so | went and auditioned for it.
i
F&F: So, why should gay people see this show?
F&F: So you knew beforehand you were auditioning for the
Murphy: Because it‘s good, campy theater. It‘s directed by
role of step mom?
|
Ann Marie Hall — who is a drawing point. It‘s a good, funny holi—
Murphy: Yes, | knew beforehand.
f
day show for all ages.
_ _
F&F: Just so our readers are clear, this is not the Rogers and
F&F: What‘s it like working with Ann Marie?
Hammerstein version of the show, is it?
Murphy: It‘s awesome working with her. I mean, she‘s really,
Murphy: No, it is not. This version does have music in it, really brilliant. She knows
what‘s funny and her physical come—
but sinceit is set around Christmas, it is full of carols and that dy is amazing. She brings
comedy out of thin air. She‘s remark—
type of music. This also is a much "campier" version than the able to watch.
f
R&H show.
}
F&F: Of course, it‘s time for me to get personal now. Are
F&F: What made you think you‘d be good at pulling off a drag you single? —
;
role? Have you done drag before?
;
Murphy: Mr. Murphy is newly single.
_ Murphy: (laughing) I did it once as a small part in a version
F&F: Oh no! Is this someone you were with for a long time?
of A Christmas Carol at Theatre Memphis, directed by Michael
Murphy: Yes, it lasted four years.
Dugan. It‘s not something | do often, but it is funny.
F&F: How are you doing? How do you prepare for a
See TM‘s Cinderella, page 52
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Cinderella
from page 51

TOTAL HAIR CARE

F&F: I‘m sorry to hear that.
Murphy: Do | get to slam him in your magazine?
F&F: Sure, go ahead!
Murphy: (laughing) That‘s okay ...
F&F: You know I love drama. I‘m all about stirring up the pot!
Murphy: Oh no, it was good while it lasted, but now it‘s over
and he can rot in hell.
F&F: Ouch! Spoken like a true, wicked queen. Way to
embrace your new role!
Showtimes for Cinderella are 7:30 p.m. Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays; 8 p.m. Fridays; 3 p.m: Saturdays
(except Dec. 4), and 2 p.m. Sundays. Tickets are $25 for adults;
$12 for students with ID, and $8 for children under 12. A $5 dis—
count is available on any adult ticket purchased for the Dec. 3,
7, 8, 9 or 10 performances.
For more information or reservations, call (901) 682—8323.
* FUDGE + NIOXIN — PAUL MITCHELL — RUSK « SEBASTJAN *
"Look your best, dahling,
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Cooking Directions: CRUST
Combine crust ingredients, press into spring—form pan.

P

Cooking Directions: FILLING
Cream togetherfilling ingredients and pour into crust. Bake at
350 degrees for 50 minutes or until center is firm and tooth—pick
comes out clean. Cool 10 minutes.
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Cooking Directions: TOPPING
Mix together and put on cake. Bake cake an additional 10
minutes at 325 degrees. Let cake sit on counter 4:to0. 5 hours to»
cool. Refrigerate overnight before removing from pan.
f
Author‘s Note:
I made this for Miss America and with one taste I was her.new :
best friend! Everyone should go out and get them a Gay Best
Friend; I mean we are so entertaining, and just so very "In!"
(Reprinted with permission from Gay Gourmet: The Queer Cuisine of _
New Orleans, (c) 2003 by Trey Bienville. For more information, go online _
to www.gaygourmet.org)
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a public service announcement of Family & Friends
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Memphis Log
Cabin
Republicans
to hold social
The Republicans
2004 MemphisHolidayLog
Cabin
Social
willDec.be 18,heldat theon
Saturday,
Memphis Gay
& 892Lesbian
Community
Center,
South
Cooper,
from
noon
to
2
p.m.
JefftheCook,
politicalofficedirector
from
national
of thebe
Logthe featured
Cabin Republicans,will
speaker.
This
event
is free and openil
tothe
public.
Refreshmentsw
berequestedbyDec.
served. Reservations
are
10,
byemail—
names ofof those
those attending)
attending
(ortoingRSVP@MemphisLCR.org.
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Happy Holidays to you and your furry
friends. Now that the mercury is dropping
and the holiday season is upon us, it is a
good time to consider some things regarding Fido or Fluffy. I just want
to highlight some issues to keep in mind during the next few months.
Some of you have pets that either, out of preference or
necessity, spend some time outdoors.. When it gets cold, it is
vital to provide shelter to keep them warm and dry. Whereas dur—
ing the summer months your main concerns are providing shade
and a place to escape the rain, warmth now enters the equation,
as well. Fully enclosed doghouses or similar structures are the
most popular, with straw or hay as bedding. Old towels and blan—
kets also may be used, but whatever you choose, check daily to
insure it is clean and dry. Dogs and cats are both susceptible to
frostbite, particularly on their ears and feet, so make sure they
have a way of getting out of the elements. One otherthing that
helps is to try to get a shelter that is at least slightly raised off the
ground, that helps to keep furry feet off the wet ground and may
wea

”Ax

”7
s

|
|

Make
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a
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complete
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Many wonderful animals are abandoned each year.

make keeping the shelter clean and dry a little easier.
Especially regarding cats, since they generally are not con—
tained by a fence, providing shelter for them at your house is
important. If you don‘t, they will likely go off someplace and find
it themselves; if they find what they perceive asa better offer
someplace else, you may just lose kitty.
Water is another requirement, but one that is easy to overlook
once the days get cooler. Heat stroke may not be a concern this
time of year, but pets can and will become dehydrated if they
don‘t have adequate sources of water. Once the temperatures
drop even more so that we are experiencing freezing, check
daily to make sure your pet‘s water source is not frozen. During
the course of a day, a dog or cat will not likely be able to take in
sufficient water from a frozen source, which during just a few
days can prove quite harmful.
While you have probably heard this before, it definitely war—
rants repeating. Be very careful about leaving antifreeze any—
where your pets can get to it. Although some of the newer ones
may be more pet—friendly, the regular stuff is highly toxic but
tastes great to dogs and cats — a deadly combination. Always
dispose of it completely; clean up any spills immediately, and
keep this in mind if on a walk you come across an unknown lig—
uid that your dog seems particularly keen on getting into. If you
suspect, even the tiniest bit, that your dog or cat may have got—
ten into antifreeze, take them immediately to the nearest veteri—
nary hospital or after—hours emergency clinic. Antifreeze poison—
ing is fatal if not addressed immediately; once the animal begins
to show symptoms, it is too late.
It was suggested that I mention giving pets as gifts. If you are
considering giving your two—legged kids a pet for Christmas, talk
to them beforehand to make sure they are ready to help with the
care, and be prepared to do whatever they don‘t get around to.
It‘s really sad when we see ferrets, hamsters or guinea pigs that
weren‘t taken care of properly because they were the child‘s
responsibility. If you are considering a pet for your partner, talk to
them first, make sure they are ready and want one, then go
together to pick it out. Finally, if you were thinking about getting a
pet for someone who is not an immediate member of the family,
then don‘t do it. Pets bring with them much responsibility, and if
you aren‘t able to provide it yourself, never put it on someone
else. Also, oftentimes people get a pet in an attempt to make
someone who has recently lost one feel better; never do this. For
some people the loss of a pet may require a real period of griev—
ing; a gift of a new pet is not always helpful in this. When the per—
son is ready, they can then go out and find their own next best
friend. Gifts are great and pets are great, but pets as gifts are not.
And remember ... dogs have masters, cats have staff.

They are looking for a home with the care and understanding
that you can provide.

Bring a new friend into your family.

You‘ll be surprised

Because Every Cat

at the loyalty and love they‘ll bring into your life.

Needs A Home!
Meet with an adoption counselor today and discover

Memphis Shelby County Humane Society
2238 Central Ave — Memphis, TN 38104
Hours: 11 am — 5 pm ~ M—S / 901—276—1753

5

Pet Waggin‘, mobile pet adoption van available for events,
festivals & gatherings. Call Lauren at 901—276—7770
[ www.memphishumane.org
wanna
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The House of Mews
944 South Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 272—3777
Houseofmew@aol.com

New CD, Love Rocks,

notes gay marriage

ti—

The Dixie Chicks, Melissa Etheridge, Christina Aguilera, Pink,
Mandy Moore, Dolly Parton, Emmylou Harris, Dido, Carole King,
Yoko Ono, Simply Red, Cyndi Lauper, Kimberly Locke & Oleta
Adams are only some of the 32 artists who have joined forces to
celebrate marriage equality by donating songs of love and inspi—
ration to the Human Right Campaign‘s newest benefit album,
Love Rocks.
Love Rocks shines a light on the fact that the love and com—
mitment between two people, regardless of sexual orientation,
should be treated with dignity, respect and equality. One hun—
dred percent of the net
the
from
proceeds
album, co—produced by
Centaur Entertainment
and HRC, will benefit
HRC‘s work toward
love rocks
marriage equality.
At a cost of $19.95,
the CD is available
exclusively from The
Rights
Human
Campaign online at
www.hrc.org/marriage.

lk

at

Emilia "Amy" Vails
Harpist and Cellist
89 Maury St.
Memphis, TN 381 07

901—278—6103
901—218—9981

DJ SKITTLE
One Touch Music
All Genres of Music
clubs, bars, house/
_

birthdayparties

29012233331 + RJL1775@gmail.com

vvvvivu.imrscruff.net

When
Go

They

Can‘t

WlthYou...

| if

We love them when you
have to leave them.
PetCare
CareforforDogs,
All YourCats,Pets.
Fish, Ferrets...
Dog walking
services
also
available
for
those
who
work
long hours during the day.
Elleen Castine
901—725—9216
mwwwyuv.imrscruff.net
MemberofPetSittersInternational
BondedandInsured

| $1 Domestic Lon0
SundayNight Showat 11:30
Kitchen W111 be OPEN!!!

/alnut Grove Road (901) 320—0026
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by Charlie Green

Okay, someone please call Santa;
please have him hit the snooze button on
Christmas. How can it possibly be the holidays again? | don‘t
know about any of you but I still have a pile of outdoor Christmas
lights that need to be put away from last year. Ah well, I guess
I
can put them back up and won‘t have to worry about getting
them all nice and neat for another month or so.
One thing that is cool about this time of year is thinking about
all the neat things there are to give and, even more, to receive
(yes, some of us are just better at getting than giving). This
month | want to give you my thoughts on some of the year‘s
coolest high—tech gifts. So, hopefully, this will help you avoid arm
wrestling with an unknown lady at the bargain bin on Christmas
Eve, or let you focus on winning just for the fun of it.
All the best to each of you no matter what, if anything, you
choose to celebrate this time of year.
Digital Cameras
The demand for digital cameras con—
tinues this year. More and more people
are realizing the usefulness and conven—
ience of quality instant images. This year
the cameras have continued to pack more
features at lower price points. At a mini—
mum, | would suggest you want to look for the following features.
First, 3 mega pixels — at this level most people cannot tell the
difference between digital and traditional photos. Next, remov—
able memory cards — there are several different styles but most
are supported with adapters and many new computers and print
ers have on board slots to read directly from the cards. Finally,
don‘t forget the LCD screen on the camera. This really helps to
make sure the instant gratification part stays instant. A decent
camera with these features can be had for $100—$150.

Q

Photo Printers
As the demand for digital cameras has
exploded, the next wave has been photo
printers. Most of the current full—size
inkjet printers will produce nice pictures
with the correct ink and paper, however,
a new growing category of printers are
photo printers that typically print exclusively 4x8 photos. You will
want to look for printers that allow you to print directly, without a
computer. To print directly from the camera, you will use a
removable memory card, generally through a small slot on the
printer itself.
For those with newer cameras, there is a new technology
called PictBridge that simplifies printing from a camera to a print—
er. Some of these printers will allow you to buy standard ink and
photo paper separately, some require specific cartridges. Just
like all other printers, you will want to consider the price of ink
when shopping; the ink costs can be quite expensive making
that bargain one you should leave on the shelf. One of the best
58 FAMILY & friends Decemsen 2004
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I have seen is the Epson PictureMate — this printer has refillable
cartridges that include both the paper and ink for around 29
cents a photo.
For more information, go online to www.epson.com/picturemate
Satellite Radio
a.
If you have someone on your list who is
a real road warrior, they probably already
have Satellite radio service. This is one of
those things that you really can‘t appreci—
ate needing until you experience it.
Satellite radio has been up for a cou—
ple of years and there are two competing services. It is very
important that you have an idea of the services before you buy
the hardware for this. The radios for one service will not work
with the other. The two services available today are XM and
Sirius. Both services offer lots of commercial—free music in every
category, as well as talk news and entertainment radio. Sirius
does offer a station devoted to gay and lesbian topics. I have not
heard what this actually consists of.
I personally didn‘t care for any of the Sirius hardware, as well
as the additional fees they charge. XM is presently around $10
a month and Sirius is around $13.
Hardware to enable satellite radio is being included in the
stereo systems of many new cars; however, you can buy sepa—
rate tuners that just plug into the cigarette lighter to add this
service to your present car audio system. They also offer tuners
for your home stereo, as well as a variety of portable devices
that can be taken from place to place — a good thing to consider
since you pay a subscription fee for each device you own.
My personal pick is the XM Roady2, which is around $129,
and you can take it wherever you go.
For more information, go online to www.xmradio.com or
www.siriusradio.com.
iPod
Who says you can‘t take it with you?
This is one gift that no matter what the
style or size you give, you will have given
the best gift. This is the legendary mp3
player that lets you take your whole music
collection with you. There are accessories
available that let you use your iPod in the car, home or office.
You won‘t find a more versatile friend than the Apple iPod.
The latest variety will even let you take your pictures with you,
as well. However, I have to say my favorite iPod at the moment
is the U2 edition; love that slick black skin, mmmm.
For more information, go online to www.ipod.com.
DVD recorders
This is my pick for the best family gift
of the year. The replacement for the VCR
has arrived. As much as I love my Tivo, |
often find myself wanting to save shows
off of it to keep or share with friends. The
idea of taking my digital quality shows
and saving them to the pokey sub par quality VCR was just too
much to handle.
Well honey, now 1 get to save my favorite TV shows and
movies to DVD and it is even easier than the old VCR. Not to
mention that it is much more convenient. This is the year that the
sub $200 price point is a reality. I predict Santa will surely be put—
ting these under the trees of many.
There are still two competing formats: DVD—RW and
&+

DVD+RW. The DVD‘s you burn will play in most players
no mat—
ter which you choose. Don‘t forget to pick up a pack of
discs to
go with this gift. DVD +/— RW discs are most like
a video tape
because they allow you to record, erase and record again
and
again and again. Don‘t be fooled by the lower price of
the DVD
+/— R discs; these can only be recorded to once.
el
—
HDTV
Wow! I was shopping the other day and
found a 27" HDTV for under $500. At
these prices | may be replacing TVs
throughout the house. If you haven‘t
joined the HD revolution yet, this is a great
time to do it. At these prices what you will
get will be a direct view tube television, so you will want to bring
along a gym bunny or two to help load and unload the monster.
Shop around for the best deal but keep in mind the lower
priced models are sold as "HD Ready:" that is code that means
you need an external HD Tuner either from the cable company
or you can buy your own over—the—air tuner.
All—In—One Remote Control
So you have a buddy who
has every device possible and,
of course, enough remotes to
power the space shuttle. Okay,
so | am really describing my life
before finding the absolutely
perfect remote control.

This is a pricey gift with prices around $180. If you shop early
via the Internet you can find it for even less.
For more information, go online to www.logitech.com/harmony.
Instant Home Theater
This is the gift to give a person who is not the most technically
inclined but loves to watch movies or listen to music. For around
$100 you will get one box that contains the DVD player, stereo,
remote, surround sound speakers and even speaker wire. These
sets come with easy to follow setup instructions and everythi
ng
you need except for the TV. They also take up a lot of
space
under the tree, so get lots of gift wrap and a big bow.
Well, there you have the Futuristic Fag‘s best gifts for
the
holiday season. I hope you find this helpful and enjoyabl
e.
Of course, the best gifts of the season don‘t require batter—
ies; I hope your holidays are filled with family and friends.
Happy Holidays!
(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in
this column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those
of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.)
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The Logitech Harmony
remote controls almost every
possible device, including
menus and hidden functions.
The remote actually connects
to the Internet to get pro—
grammed. Logitech keeps a
database of TVs, stereos, CD
players, video games, VCRs
and other devices. The web—
site will walk you through what
devices you have and what
you want to do with them.
Then it downloads the infor
mation to the remote via USB.
And the best part of all is that
when you want to watch a
movie, all you have to do is
press the "Watch A Movie" but—
ton. The remote knows all the
devices to turn on and the set—
tings required for the activity
you select.
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Dear Santa,
As promised, I‘ve been a very good boy
this year: virtuous, honest and sweet to everyone, except the
next door neighbor‘s son who flashes little old ladies down the
street, and the headmistress of a particular un—posh school in
town that enjoyed spanking and whipping the school‘s head
master, but I‘m sure you understand.
It wasn‘t a difficult decision deciding what I wanted for
Christmas. After the family reunion, I knew | wanted Johnny
Hazzard (that Rascal), and Matthew Rush in front of the fire
place, wearing only their Christmas stockings! I thought the fam—
ily would really enjoy it, especially the old man, and both Johnny

and Matthew could serve as nutcrackers. (Ha!)
Then, in November, | heard that the Victoria Secret Fall 2004
Fashion Show would be canceled and I thought I‘d ask for
Adriana Lima in a demi—laced bra with a matching panty and
garter along with Tyra Banks in a corset and a thong so tiny it
would be illegal in 27 states. HO! HO! HO! Now Santa, I can :
already hear you. Tyra and I would merely discuss episodes of
"America‘s Next Top Model" and | just want to help Adriana get
her wings.
I
At any rate, | personally don‘t drink, but I don‘t mind when
friends of mine do so long as driving is not involved, but if you
get buzzed next year and get touchy feely with me while I‘m still —
sitting on your lap, I‘m going to have to tell Mrs. Claus. I happen
to know that there are a couple of guys waiting to find a polar
bear, who dresses up in leather boots, and carries a whip for his
furry friends but I‘m a good boy and vows have to be exchanged
first. We‘ll just keep this to our selves for now and just move on. _
I have made a list of my pick of this year‘s Top 50 best CDs,
from motion picture soundtracks to television and radio. | think
these are the best albums that rocked 2004. Please send them
to me and the other good people in the world.
I
Your Angel,
$
_ Wansel
P.S. I based my list on complete album material, originality
and not on sales or publicity, just in case you wanted to know.

wWANSEL‘S TOP 50 PICKS OF
2004
1. Velvet Revolver, Contraband (Rock)
2. Ryan Adams, Love is Hell (Indie)
3. Janet Jackson, Danita Jo (Hip—Pop)
4. Gary Jules, Trading Snake Oil for Wolf
Tickets (Pop)
4
5. Eric Himan, All For Show (Indie)
6. Phantom Planet, Phantom Planet
(Alternative)
7. Michelle Ndgeocelio, Comfort Woman (R&B)
8. Prince, Musicology (R&B)
9. Rooney, Rooney (Alternative)
10. Kill Bill, Vol II (Soundtrack)
11. Melee, Everyday Behavior (Rock)
12. Tamia, More (R&B)
13. Lost Prophets, Start Something
(Rock)
14. Ani DiFranco, Educated Guess
(Spokenword)
15. Miles Davis, Seven Steps
Compilation (Jazz)
16. Kill Bill, Vol I (Soundtrack)
17. The Cure, The Cure (Rock)
18. Harry Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban (Soundtrack)
19. Diana Krall, The Girl in the Other
Room (Jazz)
20. Voodoo Village, Funk Soup (Jazz)
21. Athens Boy Choir, Rhapsody in T
(Spokenword)
22. Queen Latifah, The Dana Owens
Album (Jazz)
23. Anita Baker, My Everything (R&B)
24. Morrissey, You Are the Quarry (Adult
Contemporary)
25. Good Charlotte, The Chronicles of
Life and Death (Punk)
26. Lil‘ Flip, U Gotta Feel Me (Rap)
27. Garden State (Soundtrack)
28. Destiny‘s Child, Destiny Fulfilled
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(R&B)
29. Dead Poetic, New Medicines (New
Wave)
30. Jimmy Eat World, Futures (Rock)
31. Evanescence, Fallen (Rock)
32. Kelley Hurt, Raindance (World)
33. Melissa Etheridge, Lucky (Rock) —
34. Lindsey Lohan, Speak (Pop)
35. John Mayer, Heavier Things (Pop)
36. Yellowcard, Ocean Avenue (Alternative)
— 37. Senses Fail, Let /t Enfold You
(Alternative)
38. Lenny Kravitz, Baptism (Rock)
39. Hopelessly Devoted to You — Vol. 5,
compilation (Rock)
40. Spiderman 2 (Soundtrack)
41. Patti Labelle, Timeless Journey
(R&B)
|
42. Jill Scott, Beautifully Human: Words _
and Sounds (R&B)
43. Day After Tomorrow (Soundtrack)
_ 44. Richie Havens, Grace of the Sun
(World)
45. Abbalicious, compilation (Dance)
46. Outkast, Speakerbox/The Love Below
(Hip—Hop)
47. The Strokes, Room On Fire
(Alternative)
C
48. Modest Mouse, Good News for
People Who Love Bad News (Rock)
49. Taking Back Sunday, Where You
Want to Be (Rock)
50. Eric Clapton, Mr. Johnson and Me
(Blues)
And Wansel‘s honorable mention picks are __
* Echo and The Bunnymen, Songs to
Learn and Sing
* The Church, Starfish
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1349 AUTUMN STREET
901.274.8010

ALWAYS 18 TO PARTY — 21 TO DRINK

EMEQINM ‘$ FAVORITE PLAC.
OPEN 7 DAYS A
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Novr 19 — December 19
_ For Tickets call (901) 7264656
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§ IE n“ STAGE “ow theatrical entertainment
love You, You‘re Perfect, Now Change returns to POTS
Back
by
popular
demand, / Love You, You‘re
Perfect, Now Change, has
returned to Playhouse on
the Square, 51 South
Cooper, now through Jan. 9.
The title says it all. This
musical comedy revue hits
close to home for anyone
who has ever fallen in love;
been married or simply suf—
fered the trials and tribula—
tions of the ever—popular
"first date." Act one details the journey from datlng and waiting to
lovers and marriage, while act two reveals the agonies and tri—
umphs of in—laws and newborns, trips in the family car and pick—
up techniques of the geriatric set.
Directed for its third year by Family & Friends columnist Kevin
Shaw, this year‘s production stars Leah Bray Nichols (Book of

ON EXHIBIT ___

TheArt Museum of The Unlverslty of
Memphis, located in the Communications and
Fine Arts Building on campus, will presentthe
MFAThesis Exhibition of Leigh Thomson and
. Eric R. HinsonDec. 4 throughJan. 16, 2005.
Thisexhibit iis free to the public. Museum
_ hours are 9am to5pmMonday to
Saturday. For more mformatxon, call (901)
678—2224 orgo onllne to www.amum.org.

BROOKS MUSEUM OF ART
"Memphis Collects: The Glory of Georgian
England" will be on exhibit at The Memphis .
Brooks Museum of Art, located at 1934
Poplar Avenue in Overton Park, Dec. 5
.
through Jan 16, 2005. This set of 150 objects

provides an engaging look at the culture,
society and politics of the period between
1700 and 1840, the time of England‘s rise to a dominant position in the
Atlantic world. The museum is open Tuesday through Friday, from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.; Saturday, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday, from
11:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tickets are $6 for adults; $5 for seniors (65+); and
$2 for students with valid ID, and free for children age six and under.
For more information, go online to www.brooksmuseum.org. This is an
Arts Access Event.

TheEclectic Eye, located at 242 South Cooper, will present the
Paintings of Keith Rash now through Jan. 12. Rash‘s works range from
the extremely abstract to the human form. For more information, call
(901) 276—3937 or go online to www.eclectic—eye.com

Days; Nine; Bat Boy), Angela Groeschen (Jekyll & Hyde),
Michael Ingersoll (Book of Days; Shakespeare‘s R&J; Bat Boy)
and Andrew Weir (A Man of No Importance).
Showtimes for / Love You, You‘re Perfect, Now Change, are
Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m., with some additional perform—
ances. Tickets are $29 for adults; $20 for seniors; $16 for students
and military personnel, and $12 for children. The Pay—What—You—
Can performance is set for Thursday, Dec. 30, at 8 p.m.
For more information, additional showtimes or tickets, call
(901) 726—4656 or go online to www.playhouseonthesquare.org.
Bed returns to Theatre Memphis stage
The bed is back in Theatre Memphis‘s 27th annual performance
of the Charles Dickens classic, A Christmas Carol, set for Dec. 4 to
22 at the theater, located at 630 Perkins Extended. Showtimes for A
Christmas Carol are 8 p.m. on Saturdays (no show on Christmas
Day); 2 p.m. on Sunday, Dec. 5; 7 p.m. on Sunday, Dec. 19, and 7:30
p.m. Monday to Wednesday, Dec. 20—22. Tickets are $25 for adults;
$12 for students with valid ID, and $8 for children under 12. A special
$5 discount on adult tickets is offered for the Dec. 4, 5, 11, 12 and 18
performances. A one hour children‘s version of A Christmas Carol
also is staged on the Lohrey Stage at Theater Memphis now through
Dec. 17. Performances are every Tuesday through Friday at 9:45
and 11:45 a.m. Tickets are $6 for children and $8 for adults. For more
information or reservations, call (901) 682—8323.
Celebrate the holidays with Voices of the South and their gifted
collaborators, Dec. 10, 11, 16, 17 & 18 at 8 p.m., and Dec. 12 and
19 at 2 p.m., at TheatreWorks, 2085 Monroe Avenue. Back for a
third season, this year‘s Pre—sent Pres—ent promises even more
heartwarming surprises. Ten of Memphis‘s most gifted artists were
each given a gift, each containing an array of images, text, music
and more. The gifts were opened and the 10 recipients have spent
the past two months transforming their gifts into live performances
of their own design. These chosen actors, dancers, writers, musi—
cians, choreographers and visual artists come together to "pre—sent"
their "pres—ent" to you in this unique production. For ticket prices,
reservations or more information, go online to www.voicesofthe—
south.org. This is an Arts Access event.
AUDITION NOTICE
Playwright‘s Forum is holding auditions for roles in Voodoo Nickel by
Patti Patton, on Sunday, Dec. 12, at 5 p.m. and Monday, Dec. 13, at 7
p.m. at TheatreWorks, 2085 Monroe Avenue.
This production, set to be staged Feb. 24 to March 12, 2005, is being
directed by Leigh Ann Evans. Needed are one African—American female,
age 25 to 40; one African—American male, age 25 to 35; two Caucasian
males, ages 30 to 45, and one Caucasian male, age six to 10.
For more information, including a review copy of the script, email lev—
ans@ducks.org.
WHAT IS AN ARTS ACCESS EVENT
An Arts Access Event is one that sets aside free tickets, on a first
come, first—served basis, for TennCare patients, Church Health
Center patients and Food Stamp recipients. Contact the event box
office, or other contact as provided in the story, for details on how to
obtain the free tickets since each venue may distribute differently.
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Sundays 2—8 pm

hand—crafted items
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Mon—Thur 12—10 pm
Fri & Sat 12 pm—12 am
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by local GLBT artists

Mcean” Madison + 901.725.0313

HEEL TW|STEn film reviews
from left, Joey Vieira, Jason Stuart
and Scott Larson

REVIEWED BY
| PATRICIA PAIR, PUBLISHER
Although low—budget, I found 10
Attitudes to be a refreshingly realistic
look at gay dating in the 21st centu—
ry. Set in Los Angeles (West
Hollywood to be exact), the charac
ters are easily universal.
Josh Stevens (Jason Stuart) is a
caterer who catches his longtime
boyfriend cheating on him. Josh turns to his best friend, Brandon,
(Christopher Cowan). Brandon bets Josh that he will find true love if he
goes on 10 dates with 10 different men, but first, he needs a makeover.
Enter queeny friend Tex (Jim J. Bullock) who owns a clothing store.
Refashioned, Josh sets out on 10 blind dates, some of which are
the result of the Internet and others the handywork of matchmaker
Brandon. What‘s Josh looking for? A simple man who puts three
Equals in his morning coffee.
Among the 10 potential boyfriends are Nick (Scott Larson), a
hunky straight man on the downlow; Billy (David Faustino), a straight
man who‘s trying to find a willing third to satisfy his girlfriend‘s boy—on—
boy fetish; Bryce (Scott Kennedy), the only remaining Marky Mark
fan, and Leo (Joey Vieira), a handsome hustler who‘s in group thera—
py with Josh (therapy leader is Judy Tenuta).
I won‘t tell you if Josh ever finds Mr. Right, you‘ll have to see the
movie to find out for yourself. Of the three films this month, this is def—
initely my favorite. Not rated. 93 minutes
Available for rent at Family Flavors
64 FAMILY & friends DecemBer 2004

Scott Stepp

REVIEWED BY
PATRICIA PAIR, PUBLISHER
Perhaps it is unfair to call this a
"review" as | didn‘t actually watch the
film. But, the reason for not watching
it is, in itself, a kind of review.
From the three pictures of
scenes on the back of the DVD
cover and the description of the film
(also on the back cover), to the
image gallery forthis film on the Internet(all ofwhich are marked with blood),
it is evident that Shiner is a film about abuse, physical and emotional.
Some folks might be into watching that sort of thing, but not I. So,
I won‘t say Shiner is a bad film, or one you shouldn‘t watch, but for
those who can hardly stand the real violence contained in the nightly
news every day, I caution against viewing this film.
Called "shocking, original and daring," Shiner explores the dark
crevices of desire and passion. The film revolves around three
couples whose intimate, intense and abusive relationships pro—
vide frameworks for love. One of the couples, Tony (Scott Stepp)
and Danny (Derris Nile), are two longtime buddies whose kinks
are to beat up "fags" and then each other, which then ignites their
sexual desire. According to the cover, Shineris "raw, boldly sexual, vio—
lent and uncomfortably perceptive in its handling of human desire."
I guess one of the things that really turned me off before even
thinking about popping it into the DVD player was the amount of blood
in the pictures of scenes from the film. Just not my cup of tea. Not
rated. 89 minutes Available forpurchase at www.tlareleasing.com

ALSO AVAILABLE ON DVD
BEN & ARTHUR
Gay marriage is the topic of this less—
than—perfect new film that tells the tale of
a gay couple that just wants to tie the
knot. The film features an excellent
performance from Jamie Brett Gabel as
Ben. (He‘s the stunning man on the DVD
cover). Not rated. 85 minutes
Available for sale at tlareleasing.com
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Brendan Fehr, left

4

and Andre Noble

WAITING FOR THE MESSIAH
du s
alld

This poignant and delicately funny film
about self—discovery is set in the Jewish
community of Buenos Aires, Brazil.
Spanish with English subtitles.
Not rated. 97 minutes
Available for rent at Family Flavors

REVIEWED BY
PATRICIA PAIR, PUBLISHER
If you‘re trying to gain positive
acceptance from the straight world,
this is NOT a film to show them.
Set
city,

in

an

Sugar

unidentified
depicts

Canadian

perhaps

the

most dysfunctional coming out and

Miami:

coming of age story I‘ve ever seen.

i

A fiX

questionlng youthI
Cliff (Andre Noble) turns 18 and armed with presents from his
pot—smoking mom (skateboard) and 12—year old sister, Cookie
(Haylee Wanstall), (vodka, a joint, a subway token and a card that
reads, "have sex."), Cliff heads downtown and finds Butch
(Brendan Fehr), drugs, prostitutes, she—males, sex and life on the
street. An adaptation of Bruce LaBruce‘s "JD" stories. Not rated.
78 minutes Available for purchase at www.tlareleasing.com
Keep this film away from any and all

Seductive, mysterious and surprisingly
funny, it‘s the story of tangled love between
a middle—aged Spanish gay man, a hunky
Bulgarian guy and his fiancee. Spanish with
English subtitles. Not rated. 92 minutes
Available for rent at Family Flavors

Shot almost entirely in an abandoned
jail, this German "Oz" is a fierce story of
love behind bars featuring intense
drama, steamy romance , attractive
men, voyeuristic gay guards and an
interracial romance. German with
English subtitles. Not rated. 96 minutes

Annie has a wonderful husband and a
darling daughter, everything she‘s ever
wanted in life. At least that‘s what she
thinks until she meets Maggie — cute,
athletic and openly gay — at a softball
game and discovers something in her—
self she never knew existed. Not rated.
105 minutes
Available for rent at Family Flavors

AVAILABLE DECEMBER 21, 2004

GODFISH MEMORY
A very queer Dublin shines in this
refreshing comedy—drama about a group
of young people navigating the turbulent
waters of romance. A sexy and fun
Gaelic romp that features gay, lesbian
and bisexual characters. Not rated. 89
minutes Can be seen at Family
Flavors now, will be available for rent
Dec. 21

A subtle comedy/drama about a hunky
guy who hires a hustler instead of
dealing with the emotions required in a
relationship. Featuring twists galore, this
American indie is not your ordinary gay
hustler film. Not rated. 84 minutes
Can be seen at Family Flavors now,
will be available for rent Dec. 21.
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[ITE RAT“ n E books by, for or about GLBT people
ALSO REVIEWED

by Laurinda Brown, CEI Press
reviewed by Patricia Pair, publisher
FIGTION < in the much—awaited sequel to Laurinda
Brown‘s debut novel, Fire & Brimstone, Brown
allows her characters to grow and mature.
In Fire & Brimstone, Brown began the turbulent
love story of Chris and Gayle, two women struggling
with finding comfort in each other and in themselves
while teetering on the verge of self—destruction.
Partially set in Memphis, it "lays out the downlow of
being black, Christian and in love with women."
Now, in UnderCover, the author expands the
story, introducing Nathaniel, the monogamous lover
of Patrick, a high—roller at the Memphis nightclub
where Nathaniel transforms himself into a female diva before a standing—room—only
crowd until Patrick breaks his heart. Devastated by his lover‘s rejection, Nathaniel
leaves his flamboyant former life behind and reinvents himself yet again.
This time it‘s Nathaniel, the committed family man — a loving husband to his wife,
devoted father to his three kids and Chris‘s brother—in—law. Domestic crises abound as
Nathaniel! struggles with painful issues surrounding his sexual identity, and he must
face the ultimate truth about himself in a harrowing climax.
"As an author, | try to write about the real things in life, issues to which everyone
can relate," Brown said. "As in life, not all stories have fairy—tale endings. The same is
true of my novels.
"My goal is to create books that will stand the test of time," she continued. "I don‘t
want to be the flavor of the month. With God‘s grace, my writing will be just as relatable
tomorrow as it is today. | write about life ... not lifestyles."
To purchase either of these two books (and we suggest you read them both in the
proper order), visit www.ldbrownbooks.com.

pyratriciaPair _

DANCING IN THE ARMS OF ORION
cing in
A heart—felt debut novel about
AOAs love, loss, friendship and sexual
Aa 2f identity, Dancing In The Arms of
Orion is a warm, gentle read, perfect
for a lazy, do—nothing winter‘s day. It‘s
a good book, I want to say that first. It
keeps you turning the pages.
While I liked the book (it‘s a great
first effort), I do have a bit of criticism
to share. If the reader is an adult
who can recognize fiction, then it‘s a
great read. If the reader is a GLBT—
questioning youth, read it with caution and a reminder that
fiction does not necessarily depict the real world.
The reason I say this is much like being a kid during the
"Brady Bunch" era, 1 wouldn‘t want a young person who
thinks he or she might be gay/lesbian to think that this is the
way the world is. Much like the Walgreens‘ commercials, we
don‘t live anywhere near Perfect, nor do we live anywhere
near Whaler‘s Cove. And a questioning young person might
be emotionally damaged when they make this discovery.
Main character Danie! Peterson moves to Whaler‘s
Cove just before his senior year of high school. He is imme—
diately befriended and accepted by the "popular crowd," ie.
homecoming queen, captain of the football team, etc., even
when he reveals he‘s gay. And, that revelation is okay with
his parents, too. Much like when I watched "The Brady
Bunch," I wish these had been my friends and parents.
SMALL—TOWN GAY

unfailingly observant, erudite and entertaining.
White is the author of 17 books, including the trilogy of autobiographic novels: A
Boy‘s Own Story, The Beautiful Room Is Empty and The Farewell Symphony. He won
the National Book Critics Circle Award for Genet: A Biography. White, a resident of New
York City, is a regular contributor to The TLS, The New York Times Book Review and
Vanity Fair. He also is the director of the creative writing program at Princeton University.
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Arts and Letters is an extensive collection of letters and essays by award—winning
novelist and biographer Edmund White.
Reading Arts and Letters is like sharing a cafe table with a witty professor, a clove—
smoking aesthete and a boy of 15. You never know who will speak the next line, but
you know it will turn your head.
In these 39 lively essays and profiles, White draws on his wide reading and his sly
good humor to illuminate some of the most influential writers, artists, and cultural icons
of the past century: among them, Marcel Proust, Catherine Deneuve, George Eliot,
Andy Warhol, Andre‘ Gide, David Geffen and Robert Mapplethorpe. Whether he‘s
praising Nabokov‘s sensuality; critiquing Elton John‘s walk ("as though he‘s a wind—up
doll that‘s been overwound and sent heading for the top of the stairs"), or describing
serendipitous moments in his seven—year long research into the life of Genet, White is

An anthology edited by
Memphian Elizabeth Newman,
Small—Town Gay is a collection of
short stories written by some. of
America‘s most celebrated gay, les—
bian and bisexual writers, including
an. editor‘s note by Newman.
According to Newman, she began
the project with one simple question,
Is there GLB life outside the big city? _ _
Some 17 writers offer up their __
answers to this simple, yet interest—
ing question. The book begins with a controversial forward by
Curt Johnson, an Academy Award—winning producerfor the
documentary Thoth and the writer/producer of the upcoming
West Memphis Three, set to begin filming next year. Johnson
talks about the gay media propagating gay stereotypes.
"Waking Up In Fifth Grade" by Alan Witchey is a remi—
niscent tale of first desire and realizing you‘re in love with
your best friend.
In a way Stacey White‘s "About Ben"did this for me. It is
the story of a junior high school—aged girl who, to her friend,
Chrissy, is Ben. "To Chrissy, I was Ben —
Rose—looking,
piano—playing, poem—writing Ben with long brown hair and
peach fuzz above the lip. She loved me. She loved the way
I sang ‘Stairway To Heaven‘ on her answering machine and
wore a bulky, black leather jacket. ‘I want to see you with
your shirt off, she says. And Chrissy doesn‘t know how
she‘s on to something, how definition rests itself tightly rolled
in the socks I have zipped into the crotch of my big brother‘s
Wranglers. Chrissy says I have a gentle kiss..."
This book is a definite must—read for all.
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GS AND QUEENS: QUEERS AT THE PROM
mune
"
Kings and Queens: Queers at the Prom
Edited by David Boyer; Soft Skull Press, 2004
Kings and Queens: Queers at the Prom is an
oral and visual history that shows how being a
gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender teen has and
has not changed in the past 75 years.
A lesbian prom queen, a transgender king
and gay high school sweethearts, who were vet—
erans of both Stonewall and World War II, are
just a few of the stories featured in Kings and
£2
Queens. Within a high school yearbook design,
the full color layout features hilarious photos of
queers at the prom from the 1920s to the present. The stories are, by
turns, hilarious, heart breaking and triumphant.
Kings and Queens is an anecdotal gay history and is for everyone
(not just queers) who did (or didn‘t) go to their prom, as well as for their
friends and relatives.
David Boyer is a copywriter and creative director who has worked
with a broad range of media and entertainment clients including SCI—FI
Network, ESPN, Lifetime Television, MTV, Nickelodeon and more. His
writing has appeared in The New York Times, Speak, Might, The Boston
Phoenix, P.O.V., Wired and Salon.com.
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MONDO HOMO: GUIDE TO QUEER CULTURE
| OpalWee coeme
¥
TE Mondo Homo: Your Essential Guide to Queer
§
Pop Culture
Edited by Richard Andreoli
Alyson Publications, 2004
Mondo Homo: Your Essential Guide to Queer
) Pop Culture is a hilarious, irreverent and eye—
opening journey into the big gay world of contem—
porary queer culture. Mondo Homo charts the
queer sensibility as it is reflected in pop culture
and in the lives of the gay men who experience it.
Chapters on film, TV, music, books, theater,
art, fashion, media, fitness, gay neighborhoods,
travel, club culture, gay gatherings, pornand sex include essays by top
journalists on the formation of their individual queer sensibility. Plenty of
lists give even more information, such as Wilson Cruz‘s Top 11 List of TV
Shows Every Gay Man Should Watch and Christopher Rice‘s Top 10
Books that Every Gay Man Should Own.
"In and Out pisses me off," wrote editor Rick Andreoli in his introduc—
tion to Mondo Homo, continuing to say that "it panders to straight ideas
about gay men by leaning on tired jokes about Barbra Streisand and
other antiquated stereotypes ... while there is some lingering cultural
authenticity in Kevin Kline‘s role, his character is no one 1 recognize in
my 20—and 30—something set."
Andreoli works as a freelance writer in Los Angeles. His words have
appeared in The Advocate, Instinct, Cargo, Frontiers, IN Los Angeles,
Playboy TV, and a variety of "adult" publications.
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BLUE DAYS, BLACK NIGHTS
Blue Days, Black Nights
by Ron Nyswaner; Advocate Books 2004
Possibly the best memoir we‘ve read this year.
Grab yourself some snack food, get comfy and
dig in — we read it in one night, we dare you to put
this compelling book down.
Like Nyswaner‘s films, Philadelphia and
Soldier‘s Girl, this book wastes no time on flowery
phrases and adjectives.A wrong turn down a one—
way street off L.A.‘s Sunset Strip leads the reader
on a tale of love and addiction, disintegration and
rebirth. It delivers an emotional intensity that fic—
tion, by comparison, can only hope to achieve. It is heartbreaking, and
yes, it also is very, very funny. There‘s even a Latin—quoting, leather—clad
hustler with a slight European accent.
Decemser 2004
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BORSTAL BOY.

Celebrated in the 1950s and ‘60s, Irish play—
wright and novelist Brendan Behan .was the
literary world‘s bad boy, well—knownfor brawl—
ing and boozing as for his works on paper.
Shawn Hatosy plays the teenage Behan,
who is caught smuggling IRA explosives into
Liverpool.
DON‘T YOU WORRY, IT WILL PROBABLY PASS
When she was 14 years old, Cecilia Neant—
Falk placed a personal ad in a magazine
asking, "Are you there? A girl attracted to
both boys and girls?" Fifteen years later, now
a Swedish filmmaker, Neant—Falk posted the
same question on the Internet to find the
subjects profiled in this film.
Eero
After her husband Massimo dies, Antonia
discovers that her supposedly perfect middle—
class life was a facade. Massimo, it seems,
had a secret lover. While investigating,
Antonia uncovers even more surprises as
she learns that Massimo‘s lover is many
things that she isn‘t — including male.

5 minutes with out actor,

Jason Stuart
byAnita
Moyt,
managing
editor
Family
&
Friends
magazine
talked toStuart,
out actor
and comedian
Jason
co—producer,
writerhis
and
star
of
10
Attitudes,
from
home"Thein filmLos isAngeles.
totally
improvised,"
Stuart
said
of
the
independent
film.
"We
put
together
a
treatment
(anwe
outline)
for
the
film.
And
then
followed
that sceneoutline.
(For
instance,)
the
with
Scott
Kennedy
asbit Bryce.
Hehis came
up
with
the
about
love
for
Marky
Mark;tookit wasto the
totallyfilmhisfestival
idea."
10
Attitudes,
originally
made
in
2001,
circuit,Barcelona
earning theInternational
Audience Award
andLesbian
Best Picture
for 2002andat
the
Gay
&
Film
Festival
was
as oneInternational
of six Critic Gay
Choice& Lesbian
awards Film
(out ofFestival.
85 films)
at theselected
Philadelphia
Recently
the filmforwasits DVD
revamped
withwhich
addedoccurred
scenes, Nov.
changed
musicStuart‘s
and editing
release,
23.
film
and
television
credits
are
extensive
(see
www.jasonstuart.com),
withplaying
a recurring
roleshrink."
on "My Wife
& Kids,"
starring
Damon
Wayans,
a
"gay
He
has
had
parts
on
"Will
&
Grace,"
"Strong
Medicine,"
"Providence,"
"The
DrewofCarey
Show"Stuart
and "Charmed,"
among
others.comedy
Whencircuit.
not in
front
a
camera,
is
traveling
the
stand—up
In January
2005, "Love
you canLounge."
find Stuart on VH1‘s "The Coolest
Years"
and VH1‘s
writer

WKNO Channel 10 to air
new ‘Memphis Memoirs‘
Channel
10 will premiere
a new "Memphis
Memoirs"
onon WKNO
the
history
of
television,
entitled
"When
TV
Came
to
Town,"
Wednesday,
Dec.
8,
at
7
p.m.
Helmed
by Bonnie
Perkins,
"Memphis
Memoirs:
WhenwereTV
Came
to
Town"
is
a
fond
look
back
at
the
days
when
shows
done"It‘slivebeenin tinyrightstudios,
and50 ayears
test pattern
cameouronlocalat night.
around
since
all
stations
signed
on
the
air,"
Perkins
said
"and
we‘ve
found
photographs,
filmAclips
and video
of thosePerkins
days."
life—long
Memphian,
spent more than a decade in
television
news.
"I producednewsrooms
newscasts changed
for Dick from
Hawley."
Perkinstosaid.
"(I) was
presentwhen
typewriters
computers!"
Television news has changed a lot since the early days, when
See WKNO Channel 10, page 75
‘Six Feet Under Comes To A Close, see nage 75
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When assertive Asako initially spies Naoya
one rainy day in Tokyo, she knows she wants
him to father her child — even though Naoya
is gay. This witty and profound domestic
comedy redefines the idea of family in con—
temporary Japan.
Following a funeral, a trio of men — one gay,
one married and one AWOL for the past eight
years — engage in a moment of unexpected
emotional recklessness.

In one of his first starring roles, Daniel Day—Lewis
plays a former fascist hoodlum whose male busi—
ness partner, and lover, belongs to London‘s
Pakistani community. This brash, gritty and touch—
ing story, about two unlikely urban outsiders, is
considered a pivotal British film of the ‘80s.

|

He was witty, dangerous and defiantly gay. With
his anarchic plays Loot and What the Butler Saw,
playwright Joe Orton became the talk of Britain‘s
theater world in the 1960s. This film recounts
Orton‘s brief life and its intersection with his men—
tor, lover, maid — and eventual murderer —
Kenneth Halliwell.

METRO

—

Entertainment Complex
staff and management

ECEMBER 25 & 26

christmas Show

Wt

ﬂooropen at
9 pm
champagne,
hnrs d‘oeuvres &
party favors
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Tickets available at
Sam‘s Town Box Office 800—456—0711
ticketmaster.com and all ticketmaster outlets
or call (901) 525—1515.
Must be 21 years of age to attend.

HOTEL & GAMBLING HALL
800—456—0711
Visit us on the Web: www.samstowntunica.
Bet with your head, not overit. Gambling problems?
Call 1—800—522—4700.
BOYDGAM

green
797 N. Ever y
@®
2u
us
Exod

Memphis
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WHATS THE TEA‘

PDC

editorial by Anthony Hardaway
multi—cultural affairs editor
Nashville Black Pride Halloween week—
end was every bit of what I call cultural.
From the souvenir booklet to the very last event, everything was
done in a very professional manner.
1 got there early Saturday morning, checked into the host
hotel and hit the workshops hosted at Nashville Cares. I leaned
a lot from the Transgendered attendees, MAC Productions and
Chicago Moon. Everyone needs to order a copy of the new book
Staying Power. Each person I have spoken to really enjoyed the
book and learned a lot from it and the workshop.
The early evening reception was just as elegant. Ms.
Jazzmyn sang her heart out. Sing girl! Each couple present was
awarded with a special something during this event.
Now the chil—ren partied their ... behinds off at the Gibson
Showcase Theatre in Opry Mills Mall. The place was big enough
that you had enough room to dance, enjoy your cigarette (with—
out no one having to share your smoke), order food and hear
your next to your neighbor conversation. Baby, security was on
their beat and | must give it to Dwayne Jenkins, Nashville Black
Pride president and founder/executive director of Brothers
United Network of Tennessee, for having the 20 year—olds and
younger sign a contract stating they would not try to consume
alcoholic beverages during the event and they would receive
their state issued ID once they left the party for good. I tip my hat
off to the committee of pride for that. Congratulations goes to
Deadrick Sims "D—Money" for winning the contest in Nashville.
Anthony Antoine of Atlanta was VERY pleased with Deadrick‘s
performance on the dance floor.
Sunday‘s all black gay movie marathon was a SUCCESS.
They showed Our Father, If She Only Knew, Butch Mystique,
The Ski Trip, PUNKS and Noah‘s Arc. Plus, they had a J—Sette
event. Now what the chil—ren didn‘t know is that who ever won
the event won an ALL EXPENSE PAID ROUND TRIP to Los
Angeles‘s Black Gay Beach Party Pride Celebration in 2005.
Chil‘, I hope the Doll can get a seat on that plane next year.
Focus ... Ladybug ... focus!
The local news stopped by and interviewed Dwayne, which
aired that same night and the next morning. And we have the
nerve to say there is no POSITIVE BLACK GAY ROLE MOD—
ELS ... catch it, snatch it and give me my wig back! And that
Sunday‘s event for everything was only $7 chil—ren! Some trade
and one night stands cost more than that ... you don‘t hear me!
Celebrities sighted that weekend were sexy Kevin A. Allen of
The Closet, the movie; singer Anthony Antoine; associates of
Chicago Moon; author Alphonso Morgan, and my local and
national chil—ren‘s famous uncle, the great J.L. King.
Nashville should be extremely proud of themselves for a great
bride. They had at least 2,500 people in attendance the entire
weekend or probably more. P.S. Word has it Nashville might be
getting their own black gay club, but you didn‘t "READ"it from me.
Club Allusion Entertainment Complex hosted the Mr. & Miss.

Hot Memphis pageant in November. This pageant was started
and founded by the late James Antonio "Tony" Posey.
The chil—ren somewhat battled it out for the title. | really
enjoyed the presentation category and sportswear was cute.
The audience and contestants of any pageant need to realize
that the question and answer period is just as important to the
judges as all the other categories. Contestants need to listen to
the question and answer the QUESTION and not skate around
the question to say what you THINK the audience wants to hear.
Remember, THE JUDGES have the last say on the score sheets
... THE JUDGES ... (who ever they may be). Also, the audience
cold be FLAWED to one of the judges from where they sit that
particular night. Trust me chil‘, they CATCH EVERYTHING AND
1 DO MEAN E—V—E—R—Y—T—H—I—N—G ... a scared shoe, uneven
seam, coloring, you name it.
Just a little nice advice to anyone who competes — step out—
side your comfort zone, meaning push yourself to the next level
of perfection. If you always do what you have always done,
expect to get what you have always gotten. Sometimes we as
Memphians are not eager for something new and different. I‘m
now speaking of our first Ball held in our city Thanksgiving
Weekend. A Ball is a new event for the club chil—ren to showcase
their talents. In different states this particular event is a big suc—
cess that a lot of people look forward to at different times of the
year. Our first one went alright. It was good to see a lot of out—of
towners from Mississippi. Louisiana, Arkansas and other states.
FYI each city‘s individuals should go for certain categories so
that when the main Ball comes back to your city, your city is rep—
resented by its own people. The objective is to get that particu—
lar city‘s individuals involved — especially if you want to see cer—
tain things go a certain way. Arguing has never won anything at
a Ball but, participation and walking the categories and working
the system works every time. If you need a little push or help,
rent Paris is Burning to learn how to walk a Ball. It‘s some years
old but work with what you got. To obtain a copy of our first Ball
in Memphis, contact the video man at (901) 218—1021.
Congratulations to our new Mr. & Miss Hot Memphis,
DaMontay‘e Davin and Krayola Cassidine.
And as I come to a close for this year, allow me to thank my "Divine"
for keeping yours truly another year. Say what you want, Ladybug
knows who keeps thee DAILY (can I get an Amen). So, as always,
HAPPY PRIDE, CHIL—REN, HAPPY END OF THE YEAR PRIDE.

Call (901) 274—0163
Creating a village/
haven for & about us!
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How to survive in 2005:
A message to the gay leadership of America
So now we know that we have at most, four
Now I know this is going to be hard for some to swallow.
more years with President Bush as America‘s leader. We also Why? Because the gay leadership seems to think that what
know that the issue of gay marriage played a pivotal role in his re— works for the white community will work for all communities. Not
election. Okay, let‘s get over it, re—group and get back out there.
so. These organizations are going to have to invest in people of
America‘s lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) color to have a winning strategy. This includes the same salary,
leadership, whether they like it or not, before attempting to move benefits and support that you give your other team members.
the marriage agenda forward again, had better bring people of
Having worked for one of the largest and well—funded gay
color to the table from day one. We cannot and will not be the organizations in the country, I can tell you first—hand the feeling
afterthought when organizations need to publicly display diversi— of isolation within an organization when you are the token Black
ty. From the messaging to the strategic mobilization of the LGBT hired only to work with the Black community. Aside from my posi—
community, we need to be there.
tion, my views, opinions and ideas in other areas of the organi—
| don‘t ever want to see a white, gay man stand before a cam— zation were not needed. Consequently, this organization does
era again and equate his struggle to the Black civil rights move— not have any credibility in the Black gay community today and is
ment. It doesn‘t help the thousands of Black gays who also are still scratching their heads trying to figure out why.
trying to message to the African—American community around
At the end of the day, Blacks played the most powerful role in
this issue and only further divides our community, with Blacks the 2004 election and most of the gay organizations were unable
seeing gay as a white issue. When you talk about messaging to to message to the African—American community around the
communities of color, in particular the Black community, that issue of gay marriage. Thank God for the National Black Justice
message would be better received coming from an African— Coalition, an ad hoc coalition of Black LGBT leaders who came
American, same—gender—loving person to the Black community.
together this year to message directly to the African—American
The executive leaders of our LGBT organizations need to community on this issue.
take a closer look at the diversity within their own organizations
America‘s gay leadership is going to have to develop a whole
for 2005. It‘s not enough to have programs headed by people of new approach to addressing marriage equality. What I learned,
color for people of color. People of color need to be on the com— as well as many other Black, same—gender—loving persons, is that
munications team and the development team, as well. The rea— we cannot even begin to address marriage equality until wefirst
son that most gay organizations can‘t penetrate the Black press address Black sexuality and homophobia. | think a lot of Black
is because you don‘t have a Black person on your communica— gays jumped aboard the marriage train because our voices were
tions team pitching the Black press. Why don‘t African— excluded from the conversation in the beginning; Black pastors
Americans donate to your organization? Well, part of the reason were being used by right—wing conservatives to message to the
is that you don‘t have African—Americans on your development Black community, and because we do want the right to marry.
team. The other reason is that Blacks don‘t typically feel that
In the end, a couple of things happened in 2004. First, Black
these national gay organizations have their community‘s best gays were represented more in the media this year, including
interest at heart. This all goes to say that there is work that Black media, than ever before in history. What that means is that
needs to be done.
we were visible to our own community, which is a huge accom—
plishment. Next, more Black LGBT persons mobilized around this
issue than ever before. Again, | feel this is because our commu—
nity was being used to win votes for the GOP and it was so bla—
tant that even those of us who are not active, had to get out there.
Diversity means more than just having people of color on
your website and over people of color programs. It means hav—
and provide a tip on a
ing the influence and perspectives of people of color at every
crime or a possible crime. level in your organization and movement. That way we can tell
what works and doesn‘t work in our communities both gay
dust tell what you know or you
and at—large. The LGBT community cannot push forward without
suspect and get a secret
gays of color and together we need to develop a strategy that
im» number. Use 1t later to works towards addressing LGBT issues in all communities.
Jasmyne Cannick is a member of the National Association of
call back and Find out 1f
Black Journalists, a board member of the National Black Justice
thepolloe made an arrest
Coalition and co—producer of the new cable series "Noah‘s Arc,"
America‘s
first black gay series. She lives in Los Angeles, where
how to get yorir cash |
she works for the Black AIDS Institute. For more information, go
online to www.fasmynecannick.com
(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in
P 29
this column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those
of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.)
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According to HBO Media, this will be the fifth and final season
for HBO‘s "Six Feet Under."
Alan Ball, the show‘s creator and executive producer, decid—

WKNO Channel 10
from page 68
film took 45 minutes to process, and national stories sometimes
ran 24 hours behind. (And remember when the weather was
done with refrigerator magnets?)
"When TV Came to Town" will feature some of our local news
anchors from the earlier days of television, and show you
glimpses of what it was like to cover the news before the days of
fax machines, cell phones and satellite remotes.
"When TV Came to Town" also will talk with the people
involved with some of the early children‘s shows. Remember
"Magic Land," "Happy Hal" or "All Aboard with Mr. Be?" from the
‘50s and ‘60s? What about the teen shows, such as "Top Ten
Dance Party?"
"All the stations had beloved shows, news anchors and on—air
personalities," Perkins said. "I did my best to locate as many old
pictures and clips as I could. Decades ago, film rolls took up a
lot of space, and stations didn‘t bother to keep many of them
after videotape came on the scene in the 1970s. I‘m very grate—
ful to longtime station employees, many of them retired, who
took the time to preserve some of the older material. In many
cases, it‘s all we have left."

ed the drama, centered on a family that owns a mortuary, had
run its course.
‘"Working on ‘Six Feet Under‘ has been enormously fulfilling cre—
atively, but if the show is about anything, it‘s about the fact that
everything comes to an end," Ball said. "I will miss working with such
enormously talented writers, cast, staff and crew and I‘ll always be
grateful to HBO for allowing and encouraging us to tell the story we
set out to tell in a challenging and uncompromising way."
HBO‘s "Six Feet Under" has received numerous awards,
including being nominated for three Golden Globe Awards in
2003; six Emmy Awards in 2002; a Directors Guild of America
Award in 2002; a Golden Globe Award in 2001; a Screen Actors
Guild Award in 2001, and the GLAAD Media Award for
Outstanding Drama Series in 2001.

FREE Streaming Videos
Miss Mid America
an official preliminary
to Miss Gay America

Mempﬁls
March 11, 2005
appearing & competing
will be some of the
finest in female
impersonation from
across the country
stay tuned
for more details
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[or more info,
call 901—603—4838
or log onto
wwWw.missmidamerica.com

Out of the Closets
(a free video website @ www.00TC.tv)
P R 0 G R A M G U | D E
Meet James from Boy Meets Boy, Ted from Queer Eye
Josh & Nichol from Big Brother
HERE! Pay—Per—view Direct TV 170 Trailers
Need help starting your business?
Jason and deMarco Exclusive Music Video
Garmento, the movie trailer
Vicki Wagner, comedian kicked out of military
Addicted to the Internet, drugs, sex? Take the test!
Coming Out Documentary: Meet an Out Senator
Public Domain films and cartoons
Mest Jim Varros from American Idol
&
— Meet a Baptist mom who tells all about her gay son.
Lily Tomlin talks about being an actress in Hollywood
Elton John‘s Safe Sex Campaign
Learn How to Cook a Holiday Biscotti and Pasta
Are You Immune to HIV/AIDS? Mest someone who says he is.
There is so much video here, you‘ll have to see it to BELIEVE IT!
www.OutoftheCloset.tv
DecemsBer 2004 FAMILY &friends 75

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Chattanooga, Tennessee
MI—NITE, 27 West 19th Street, (423) 504—
3650, Thurs.—Sun. 9 p.m.—3 a.m.
IMAGES, 6005 Lee Highway, (423) 855—8210,
5 p.m. to 3 a.m., 7 days a week, www.mirage—
complex.com, Email: mirage
mail.com
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
jackson, Tennessee
THE OTHER SIDE, 3883 Highway 45 North,
(901) 668—3749, 5 p.m.—midnight
Sun.—Thurs., 5 p.m.—3 a.m. Fri./7 p.m.—3 a.m.
Sat.
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
lackson, Mississippi
CLUB CITY LIGHTS, 220 West Amite Street,
(601) 353—0059
CLUB METRO, 4670 Highway 80 West, (601)
922—8227, (601) 922—8237, (888) 43—METRO,
Tues., Fri. & Sun., 9 p.m. to 3 a.m., Sat., 9
p.m. to 5 a.m.
JACK & JILL‘S, 3911 Northview Drive, (601)
982—JACK (5225), 9 p.m.—? Fri. & Sat., web—
site: www.jacksonbars.com
JACKS CONSTRUCTION SITE (aka JC‘S),
425 North Mart Plaza, (601) 362 3108, 5
p.m.—? 7 Days A Week, website: www.jack—
sonbars.com
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Meridian, Mississippi
QC DISCO, 125 Russel Drive, (601) 484—
76
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4111, 8 p.m.—2 a.m. Thur.—Sat., 6 p.m.—? Sun.,
email: QCDisco@aol.com
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Tupelo, Mississippi
RUMORS, 637 Highway 145, (662) 767—9500,
8 p.m. —1 a.m. Thurs. — Sat., email:
rumors@futuresouth.com
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Hot Springs, Arkansas
OUR HOUSE, 660 East Grand Avenue, Hot
Springs, Ark. (501) 624—6868,. Mon,—Fri., 7
p.m. to 3 a.m., Sat., 7 p.m. to 2 a.m.
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Little Rock, Arkansas
BACKSTREET—LITTLE ROCK, 1021
Jessie Road, (501) 662—2744, Fri.—Mon. 9
p.m.—5 a.m., website:
Backstreetdanceclub.com.
DISCOVERY, 1021 Jessie Road, (501) 664—
4784, Sat. only, 9 p.m.—5 a.m., website:
Latenightdisco.com
THE FACTORY, 412 South Louisiana, (501)
372—3070, Tues.—Fri. 5 p.m. to 2 a.m.,
Saturday 8 p.m. until ?
SOCIAL
Memphis, Tennessee
2xLAMBDA, a social and volunteer program
open to both men and women, ages 20 to 29,
(901) 223—3331
BETA EPSILON CHAPTER OF BETA PHI
OMEGA SORORITY INC., is a social service
organization for feminine lesbian, bisexual and
heterosexual women of all races, (901) 281—
0830, email: betaepsilonchapter@yahoo.com,
website: www.betaphiomega.net
B.G.A.L.A., (University of Memphis
Students for Bisexual, Gay & Lesbian
Association), a social, political and eduation—
al organization meets the first and third
Mondays of each month, e—mail:
BGALA@cc.Memphis.edu, www.people.mem—
phis.edu/~bgala
COTTON PICKIN®‘ SQUARES MEMPHIS,
(901) 272—2116, Meets Thursday nights at
7:30 p.m. at Holy Trinity Community
Church, 515 South Highland Street,
Square dancing social group
JUST FOR US MEMPHIS, is a social group
welcoming single or partnered lesbians ages
18+. Some gatherings are designed specifi—
cally for members and their children, (901)
268—1903, email:
justforusmemphis@yahoo.com
LIFE IN THE MEDIAN, a program of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center,
is open to men and women in their late 20s
and beyond. (901) 857 8523
MEMPHIS AREA GAY YOUTH (MAGY), P.O.
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124, (901) 335—
6249, Peer support group for 13— to 21—year
olds dealing with gay, lesbian, bisexual &
gender issues, www.gaymemphis.com/magy
MEMPHIS GAY & LESBIAN COMMUNITY
CENTER, 892 South Cooper Memphis,
38104, (901) 278—4297, townhall meetings
every other month; Thurs—Fri, 6 to 10 p.m.;
Sat and Sun, 2 to 10 p.m. and Mon, 6 to 10
p.m.
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MID—SOUTH PRIDE, 111 S. Highland,
Suite 261, Memphis, TN 38111, (901) 328—
6349, send an email to:
info@MidSouthPride.org, website:
www. MidSouthPride.org. GLBT Pride
events for Memphis and the Mid—South.
MIRROR IMAGE, P.O. Box 11052, Memphis,
TN 38111—0052, A support group for trans indi—
viduals meets the 3rd Saturday of every month
at 7 p.m., For more information and locations of
meetings, write or email at
memphisgroup@usa.com
MYSTIC KREWE OF APHRODITE, a social
and service organization, women only, P.O.
Box 11483, Memphis, TN 38111—1483,
email:aphroditemem@yahoo.com, website:
www.geocities.com/aphroditemem
NOBLE KREWE OF HATHOR, a social organ—
ization of men and women who support and
promote local Memphis area charitable pro—
grams, P.O. Box 820901, Memphis, TN 38182—
0901, www.kreweothathor.com
PARENTING SUPPORT GROUP, to give sup—
port and encouragement to parents, whether
gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender or hetero—
sexual, (901) 452—4759, email:
singingtreez@earthlink.net. Meets the first
Thursday of each month at 6 p.m. at the
MGLCC, 892 S. Cooper
P.FL.A.G., (Parents, Family & Friends of
Lesbians & Gays), (901) 754—3136, Support
meetings for parents, family and friends of
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered per—
sons, email: amdrake@mem.po.com
TENNESSEE LEATHER TRIBE, (901) 357—
1921, Club nights and meetings vary; contact
for info — men and women welcome,
www.tnleathertribe.org, email: info@tnleather—
tribe.org
TSARUS MEMPHIS, P.O. Box 41082,
Memphis, TN 38174, (901) 276—4132, Levi—
leather club meets the 3rd Saturday of every
month at The Pumping Station, 1382 Poplar
Aveune, at 10 p.m. « MEN ONLY, Email:
info@tsarus.org, website: www.tsarus.org
MEMPHIS BLACK SGL ALLIANCE, 28
North Claybrook, Memphis, TN 38104,
(901)274—0163, Cultural, educational, commu—
nity awareness organization.
MGLCC BOOK CLUB, a program of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center,
892 South Cooper, meets the third Thursday
of each month at 7 p.m.
email:bmoody@mem.net
SOCIAL
Knoxville, Tennessee
LAMBDA STUDENT UNION, a social and edu—
cational organization for GLBT, questioning and
straight students at The University of Tennessee—
Knoxville, 315 University Center, Box 315, 1502
West Cumberland Ave., Knoxville, TN 37996—
4800, lambda@utk.edu, website:
web.utk.edu/~lambda/
sOCIAL
Mississippi
OLE MISS GAY STRAIGHT ALLIANCE, P.O.
Box 3541, University, MS 38677, (662) 915—
7049, email: gayolemiss@hotmail.com
GLBF, P.O. Box 233, MS State, MS 39762,

s

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Memphis, Tennessee
ALLUSIONS, 3204 North Thomas in the
Northgate Shopping Center (in the back),
(901) 357—8383. Open at 9 p.m. Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays.
BACKSTREET MEMPHIS, 2018 Court
Street, (901) 276—5522, Fri. & Sat. 8 p.m.—6
a.m., Sun. 8 p.m. to 3 a.m., www.backstreet—
memphis.com
CROSSROADS & CROSSROADS 2, 1278
Jefferson & 111 North Claybrook, (901) 276—
1882, Noon—3 a.m., 7 Days A Week
J—WAG‘S, 1268 Madison Avenue, (901) 725—
1909, Open 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week
THE JUNGLE, 1474 Madison Avenue, (901)
278—0521, 4 p.m.—3 a.m. Mon. Fri./3 p.m.—3
a.m. Sat. & Sun.
LORENZ/AFTERSHOCK, 1528 Madison
Avenue, (901) 274—8272, open 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week
MADISON FLAME, 1588 Madison Avenue,
(901) 278—0569, 7 p.m.—3 a.m. Wed., Fri. &
Sat./5 p.m.—? Thurs.
METRO MEMPHIS, 1349 Autumn Street,
(901) 274—8010, 6 p.m.—3 a.m., 7 days a
week
ONE MORE, 2117 Peabody, (901) 278—
MORE (6673), 11 a.m.—3 a.m.
Mon.—Sat./ncon—3 a.m. Sun.
PARAGON, 2865 Walnut Grove Road, (901)
320—0026, Thurs.—Sun. 8 p.m.—?
THE PUMPING STATION, 1382 Poplar
Avenue, (901) 272—7600, 4 p.m. to 3 a.m.
Mon.—Friday, 3 p.m. to 3 a.m. Sat. & Sun.
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RAINBOW DIRECTORY

RAINBOW DIRECTORY
(662) 325—8241, email:
glbf@org.msstate.edu,www.msstate.edu/org/glbf
PFLAG—TUPELO, 115A Issac Drive, Tupelo,
MS 38801, (662) 566—2282, email:
Alliance22Boi@aol.com,
groups.
USM GAY/STRAIGHT ALLIANCE,
email:GSAlliance@usm.edu or thespy_ms
@yahoo.com, website: www.usm.edu/gsa
SOCIAL
Arkansas

SAFE HARBOR NEA, A confidential support
and social group for GLBT persons, ages 25
and under, in northeast Arkansas, (870) 932—
6545, P.O. Box 226, Jonesboro, AR 72403,
www.safeharbor—nea.com
SOCIAL
Missouri
VISIONS OF PRIDE COMMUNITY
CENTER, 30 North Pacific,.Cape
Girardeau, MO 63701, (573) 651 —
6220, email: DeltaDyke@aol.com,
hometown.aol.com/deltadyke/my hom
epage/gaypride.htm!
WHOLENESS
Memphis, Tennessee
FEAST FOR FRIENDS DINNER, (901) 272—
0855, Dinner is served the 1st and 3rd
Monday of every month at St. John‘s United
Methodist. Church, Bellevue @ Peabody,
beginning at 6 p.m.
MEMPHIS REGIONAL PLANNED PARENT—
HOOD, 1407 Union Avenue Extended, 3rd
Floor (901) 725—1717, HIV & STD testing,
gynecological preventive care
MEMPHIS HIV FAMILY CARE NETWORK,
880 Madison Avenue, Memphis, TN, (901)
545—8265, Free comprehensive, supportive
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services and voc/rehab services to the HIV—
positive
NICOTINE ANONYMOUS MEETING,
Saturdays 10 a.m., Christ United Methodist
Church, 4488 Poplar Avenue. (901) 278—6234
THE POSITIVE LIVING CENTER, 1000
South Cooper Street, Memphis, TN, (901)
726—6022 « Tuesday—Saturday, noon to 8
p.m. Provides opportunities for persons
affected by HIV/AIDS to manage the disease
in a holistic manner, free of charge.
YWCA ENCORE, MedPlex, 880 Madison
Avenue, (901) 754—4356, Support group for
lesbians with breast cancer meets every
Wednesday from 10 a.m. to noon
SERIOUSLY SOBER OPEN AA MEETING,
(an open men & women‘s Alcoholics
Anonymous meeting), Meets each Friday at 8
p.m. at Holy Trinity Community Church,
515 South Highland Street, (901) 324—9200
WHOLENESS
Mississippi
BUILDING BRIDGES INC., 2147 Henry Hill
Drive, Suite 206, Jackson, MS 39204, (601)
922—0100. Education, prevention, support
group.
COMMUNITY SWITCHBOARD OF Ms
GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE, (601) 346—4379,
operated seven days a week, 24 hours a day.
Information and referral on GLBT issues and
HIV/AIDS.
MS GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE, 5565
Robinson Road Ext., Suite Q, Jackson, MS
39284, (601) 371—3019.
SOUTHERN AIDS COMMISSION, P.O. Box
293, Greenville, MS 38702, (662) 334—3349,
education and prevention.
SOUTHERN AIDS COMMISSION, 5565
Robinson Road Ext., Suite Q, Jackson, MS
39284, (601) 371—3019, direct HIV/AIDS services.

SPIRITUAL
Memphis, Tennessee
INTEGRITY MEMPHIS, 102 N. Second Street,
Memphis, TN 38103, (901) 525 6602, People of
all faiths and ideologies are welcome, Meets the
3rd Tuesday of every month at 6:30 p.m. at
Calvary Episcopal Church. Dinner at 7 p.m.,
www.geocities.com/integrity_memphis/main.html
OUT—WITH—GRACE, (901) 278—6786,
Open to all GLBT persons of faith to join
in an affirming time of prayer, Bible study
and discussion., Meets Sundays from 4 to
5:30 p.m., September through July, at
First Congregational Church, 1000 S.
Cooper Street.
SPIRITUAL
Other Locales
CAMP SISTER SPIRIT, P.O. Box 12, Ovett,
MS 39464, Feminist education/cultural/retreat
center, www.campsisterspirit.com, email: sis—
terspir@aol.com
MCC OF THE RAINBOW, 5565 Robinson
Rd. Ext., Ste. Q, Jackson, MS 39204, (601)
372—6644, Sunday Service at 11:30 a.m.
POLITICAL
ESNetst S
MEMPHIS FREETHOUGHT ALLIANCE, an
association of atheists, agnostics and secular
humanists, meets the third Sunday at the
Memphis Public Library, 3030 Poplar Ave., Room
C, call Jim Maynard at (901) 327—2677, email:
memphisfreethought@yahoo.com, www.geoci—
ties.com/memphisfreethought.
MEMPHIS LESBIAN & GAY COALITION
FOR JUSTICE, P.O. Box 241363, Memphis,
TN 38124, (901) 327—2677. Email:
migci@yahoo.com, website:
www.geocities.com/migce).
&+

(GAYELLOW PAGES"
INFORMING THE LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL &
TRANSGENDER COMMUNITY SINCE 1973
All editions include a
separate WOMEN‘S section and a
separate ETHNIC/MULTICULTURAL section
Complete gay—friendly resources & businesses: accommodations, bars,
bookstores, dentists, doctors, lawyers, therapists, travel services,
organizations, media, religious groups, help lines & HIV/AIDS resources.
Index & fast access phone list.
USA/CANADA: $16 by first class mail: Includes all states
and provinces, plus national headquarters of
organizations, mail order companies, etc.
EAST and SOUTH Edition: $12 by first class mail
AL, AR, AZ, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, HI, KS, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME, MO,
MS, NH, NJ, NM, NY, NC, OH, OK, PA, PR, RI, SC, TN,
TX, US Virgin is, VA, VT, WV
Find us at gay—friendly stores like
Inz & QOutz, Memphis 901—728—6535
Outioud Books & Gifts, Nashville 615—340—0034
Qutwrite, Atlanta 404—607—0082
and see http://gayellowpages.com/2buy.htm
For free listing application, prices, mailing labels, etc.,
please send self—addressed stamped envelope to
Renaissance
House, PO Box 533—FF, Village Stn, NY, NY 10014
Voice: 212—674—0120 Fax: 21242041126
Email: gayellowpages@earthlink.
g)
http://gayeliowpages.com
N

24—hour
telephone

hotline
(901)
274—7477
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RAINBOW DIRECTORY
MEMPHIS LOG CABIN REPUBLICANS, P.O.
Box 770505, Memphis, TN 38177, meets the
third Sunday at 2 p.m. at the MGLCC, 892 S.
Cooper and meets the first Wednesday at 7
p.m. at area restaurants,
groups.yahoo.com/group/MemphisLCR.
MEMPHIS STONEWALL DEMOCRATS,
www.geocities.com/mphsstonewallem, (901)
327—2677, email: mphsstonewalldem
@yahoo.com
TENNESSEE TRANSGENDER POLITICAL
ACTION COMMITTEE, a statewide political
lobbying organization for transgender equality,
P.O. Box 92335, Nashville, TN 37209, fax:
(615) 353—1834, email: ttgpac@aol.com, web—
site: tenntg.com
POLITICAL
Mississippi
EQUALITY MISSISSIPPI, P.O. Box 6021,
Jackson, MS 39288—6021, (601) 936 7673, you
can send an email to:
EqualityMS@EqualityMS.org, website:
www. EqualityMS.org
SPORTS
Memphis, Tennessee
BLUFF CITY SPORTS ASSOCIATION, P.O.
Box 41803, Memphis, TN 38174 1803, (901)
461—0891, email:
memphisgaysoftball@yahoo.com, Softball
league open to GLBT individuals, www.bluffci—
tysports.net

FA NFA
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BROTHERS & SISTERS BOWLING LEAGUE,
Winchester Bowl, 3703 S. Mendenhall @
Winchester, (901) 722—5236 or (901) 465—4371.
Email: memphisgaybowlin@aol.com. This co—ed
bowling league meets every Sunday at 6 p.m.
FRONT RUNNERS MEMPHIS, Memphis‘s first gay
and lesbian running club, meets twice a week,
Info@FrontrunnersMemphis.org,
www.FrontrunnersMemphis.org.
PINK PISTOLS MEMPHIS, GLBT and gay—friendly
men and women who are dedicated to the legal,
safe and responsible use of firearms for self—
defense of the sexual—minority community. Meets
the fourth Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at Range USA,
2770 (old) Whitten Road, Memphis, TN. (901) 383—
9110, email: memphis@pinkpistols.org,
www.pinkpistols.org/local/memphis.
OUT SPOKIN‘, a group to support bicycling in
the Memphis GLBT community, email:
marty@outspokin—mem.org, website: www.out—
spokin—mem.org
WELLNESS
Memphis, Tennessee

DENTISTS
WILLIAM N. CASTLE, DDS, general dentistry,
79 North Cooper Street, Memphis, TN 38104.
Call (901) 685—5008 for an appointment.

If

Organization
Isn‘t

Listed

Here,
Us

DOCTORS
DR. DANIEL P. MARSHALL, M.D., general
practioner, 515 North Highland,—(901) 323—
1200

Your

a

Give

Call

at

(901)
682—2669

OPTOMETRISTS
DRS. MICHAEL D. WEINBERG & JASON
DUNCAN at THE ECLECTIC EYE, 242 South
Cooper Street, (901) 276—EYES (3937)
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WAREHOUSE"

WAREHOUSE"

A GREAT PLACE TO FIND HOLIDAY GIFTS!

A GREAT PLACE TO FIND HOLIDAY GIFTS!

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS

"

Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)

Executive South (South)

2532 N. Watkins

1847 E. Brooks Road

(901) 358—8642

“NC;

(901) 345—0825
mmm

NOW RENTING DVDs

Fantasy Warehouse #1

Employment Opportunities

(East)

791 N. White Station Road

Available
(901) 683—9649
ye

Fantasy Warehouse #1

& check
.................a $8
g | eal
Now Features Body Jewelry
VISA at #1 and #4 __e
By Silver Moon Concepts
ONLY
OPEN Monday — Saturdays, 8 a.m. to Midnight « CLOSED Sundays & Holidays
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j iEScape is "Best Small SUV"! ____ _ napedam rear suspsian
‘Exciuaiﬁre PuweFid 3rd—row seat
—SmartMoney Magazine
delivers a great ride—on and
folds flat at the touch of a button.
off the highway.
Just the right size, all the right features.
Most trusted SUV 11 years running. **
Experience ultimate interior versatility.
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A name you know, people you trust, for more than 70 years!
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